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A B S T R A C T
This work focuses on network security and introduces an active-probing technique for intrusion
detection in wireless multihop networks. Wireless networks have been the revolution of
personal communications of the past decades. Millions of devices with wireless capabilities
are sold to end customers every year: smartphones that enable access to the Internet almost
everywhere, computers with wireless connections, personal watches, sports shoes, digital
cameras, and even lenses with wireless capabilities. Today’s communication capabilities are
based on the concept of single hop networks. The future and vision of wireless communications
is to let radio devices form multihop networks. Wireless multihop networks can be instrumental
for several scenarios, such as search and rescue in disaster areas, thus potentially helping
to save lives. Detecting attacks that can disrupt the network operation can be considered of
utmost importance for many applications.
We found that the field of intrusion detection for wireless multihop networks is generally
limited. Purely centralized intrusion detection systems are ill suited because wireless multihop
networks miss a clear line of defense due to their distributed nature. The most studied approach
to intrusion detection in wireless multihop networks is distributed intrusion detection, which
consists of deploying detection sensors in all or part of the nodes of the network. Many different
approaches following this distributed detection paradigm have been proposed in the literature,
but there is still a lack of practical implementations. Some implemented systems showed
that the overhead generated on the nodes is excessively high, which makes the distributed
detection principle unsuitable for networks operating on resource-constraint devices. Moreover,
passive eavesdropping of the wireless medium makes the detection of certain attacks difficult
or impossible. Other proposed intrusion detection/mitigation systems require modifications
to the base routing protocols in use, thus braking the compatibility with legacy systems.
In this dissertation we propose a novel approach to intrusion detection that overcomes the
limitations of the existing approaches. Instead of deploying intrusion detection systems on
the nodes of a wireless multihop networks, we propose deploying nodes into the network
only for this purpose. The intrusion detection nodes are trustworthy, as well as less limited
in resources (computing resources, energy resources, mobility). In contrast to distributed
intrusion detection systems in the literature, the intrusion detection nodes in our scheme do
not detect attacks locally but detect them by looking into the nodes of the network from the
outside. To this end, we propose we propose employing an active-probing technique in this
dissertation. It uses an approach similar to the classical ping or active fingerprinting, i.e., it
works by sending testing packets to a host and recording/analyzing its reaction. In addition, if
we let the intrusion detection node be mobile, it can move through the network and examine
all its nodes. The innovation of our approach is that, in contrast to fingerprinting or classical
active techniques, we propose an active technique not to identify or characterize nodes, but
to determine if they work according to protocol specifications, as well as to detect malicious
activities.
In this dissertation, we propose an active-probing technique for intrusion detection and
show its conception, design and evaluation. While remaining general, we test our active-
probing technique in an office wireless mesh testbed running the emerging mesh standard
IEEE 802.11s. We perform a solid evaluation of the active probing and its parameters. For
example, we show how transmitting replications of testing packets can be beneficial under
different network conditions and keeps false positive rates below 1.3%. We show how our
active-probing technique detects attacks such as selective dropping of packets, black hole and
colluding misrelay attacks with detection rates above 90%. We model a temporal-selective
Bayes classifier to infer the state of a network node under test which is generally applicable to
other systems. For our purpose, it classifies whether a node misbehaves based on the outcome
of a set of active probes. We design a recursive probe selection scheme based on the current
posterior of the Bayes classifier and a prediction step. This facilitates reducing the number
of active probes while maximizing the insights gained by the set of probes executed. We
also show that other passive techniques can complement an active-probing-based intrusion
detection system. We further propose a lightweight metric called neighbor variation rate for
anomaly detection. We study how the neighborhood varies over time and we represent it with
a quantitative measurable value. We create a detection model based on this metric and we
apply it for anomaly/intrusion detection. Last but not least, we provide the community with
a modular implementation and documentation of our active intrusion detection system for
wireless mesh networks as open source software available for free online.
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Angriffserkennung in drahtlosen Multihop-Netzen.
Drahtlose Netze haben fraglos eine der wichtigsten Revolutionen persönlicher Kommuni-
kation in den letzten Jahrzehnten ermöglicht. Abermillionen von Geräten mit drahtlosen
Kommunikationsfähigkeiten werden jedes Jahr an Endnutzer verkauft: Smartphones, die
den Internetzugriff fast überall erlauben, Computer mit drahtloser Konnektivität, Uhren,
Sportschuhe, Fotokameras und sogar Brillen mit drahtloser Verbindungsmöglichkeit. Das
heute vorherrschende Kommunikationsparadigma für drahtlose Netze basiert auf der direkten
Verbindung von Endgeräten mit Funk-Basisstationen (sog. Single Hop Netze). Die Zukunft und
die Vision für die drahtlose Kommunikation besteht darin, dass mobile Endgeräte zusätzlich
zu der Single Hop Kommunikation darüber hinaus in der Lage sind, indirekte Verbindungen
über mehrere Zwischenknoten aufzubauen (sog. Multihop Netze). Solche drahtlosen Multihop
Netze können in verschiedenen Szenerien nützlich sein: Sie können beispielsweise bei der
Suche und der Rettung von Menschen in Katastrophengebieten eingesetzt werden, wenn
infrastrukturbasierte Kommunikation nicht mehr zur Verfügung steht. In diesem Kontext ist
die Sicherheit des Netzes und konkret die Erkennung von Angriffen von hoher Relevanz.
Der heutige Stand der Technik zur Angriffserkennung für drahtlose Multihop Netze weist
eine Reihe Einschränkungen auf. Rein zentralisierte Angriffserkennungssysteme sind für
drahtlose Multihop Netze nicht geeignet, da diese wegen ihrer verteilten Natur keine klare
Verteidigungslinie bieten. Die Angriffserkennungsmethode, die bisher am häufigsten für
drahtlose Multihop Netze vorgeschlagen wurde, ist die verteilte Angriffserkennung. Diese
basiert auf dem Einsatz von Erkennungssensoren in einzelnen oder in sämtlichen Netzknoten.
In der Literatur werden eine Vielzahl verschiedener theoretischer Ansätze vorgeschlagen, die
diesem Erkennungsparadigma folgen. Eine zufriedenstellende praktische Implementierung
fehlt bisher jedoch. Resultate für die wenigen vorhandenen praktisch umgesetzten Systeme
zeigen, dass der Aufwand zu hoch für einen regulären Betrieb ist. Die verteilte Erkennung ist
für Netze, die mit ressourceneingeschränkten Geräten operieren, daher nicht geeignet. Des
Weiteren macht das bei bisherigen Lösungen überwiegend vorgeschlagene passive Lauschen
im drahtlosen Medium die Erkennung einiger Angriffe schwer oder gar unmöglich. Andere
vorgeschlagene Angriffserkennungs- oder Angriffsminderungssysteme erfordern Änderungen
an den Routing-Protokollen. Dies führt zum Kompatibilitätsverlust mit bestehenden Systemen.
In dieser Dissertation schlagen wir eine innovative Angriffserkennungsmethode vor, die
die Einschränkungen aktueller Methoden aufhebt. Anstatt des Einsatzes von Angriffserken-
nungssystemen auf den einzelnen Knoten im Multihop, nutzt unsere Lösung dedizierte
Angriffserkennungsknoten. Diese sind vertrauenswürdig und besitzen hinreichende Ressour-
cen (Rechenleistung, Energieressourcen, steuerbare Mobilität). Im Gegensatz zu verteilten
Angriffserkennungssystemen in der Literatur, erkennen die Angriffserkennungsknoten in
unserem Schema die Angriffe nicht ausschließlich lokal, sondern untersuchen die Netzknoten
von außen. Für diesen Zweck haben wir eine neuartige Technik auf Basis aktiver Angriffsanaly-
se entwickelt. Diese Technik nutzt ein Vorgehen, das dem klassischen ‚Ping’ oder dem aktiven
erstellen von Geräteprofilen (sog. Fingerprinting) ähnlich ist. Die aktive Angriffsanalyse sendet
sogenannte Testpakete zu dem zu analysierenden Netzknoten, zeichnet dessen Reaktion auf
und analysiert diese. Darüber hinaus erlauben wir den Angriffserkennungsknoten sich durch
das Netzwerk zu bewegen und so alle Knoten zu analysieren. Die Innovation unseres Ansat-
zes besteht darin, dass unsere aktive Technik im Gegensatz zum Fingerprint oder anderen
klassischen aktiven Techniken die Knoten nicht charakterisiert, sondern analysiert, ob die
Knoten entsprechend der Protokoll-Spezifikationen funktionieren bzw. ob von ihnen bösartige
Aktivitäten ausgehen.
In dieser Dissertation schlagen wir eine Technik zur aktiven Angriffsanalyse für die An-
griffserkennungen in drahtlosen Multihop Netzen vor und beschreiben ihre Konzeption, ihr
Design und ihre Evaluierung. Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit testen wir unsere aktive
Angriffsanalyse in einer drahtlosen vermaschten Testumgebung, die dem neuen Standard für
Multihop Netze IEEE 802.11s entspricht. Wir führen eine ausführliche Evaluierung unserer
Technik und ihrer Parameter durch.
Ergebnisse unserer Untersuchung sind, dass das wiederholte Versenden von Testpaketen in
verschiedenen Netzwerkzuständen von Vorteil ist; mit dieser Technik können Falsch-Positiv-
Raten von unter 1.3% erzielt werden. Wir zeigen, wie unsere aktive Angriffsanalyse Angriffe
wie beispielsweise fortgeschrittene „selective dropping of packets”, „black hole” und „colluding
misrelay” mit Erkennungsraten über 90% erkennt. Wir modellieren einen temporär-selektiven
Bayes-Entscheider, um daraus den Zustand des getesteten Netzwerkknotens zu schlussfolgern.
Dieser Entscheider ist auch für andere Systeme nutzbar. In unserer Anwendung klassifiziert
er aus einer Menge von aktiven Proben, ob ein Knoten bösartig agiert. Wir entwickeln ein
rekursives Probeauswahlschema, das auf dem aktuellen Posterior und der Vorhersage basiert.
Es ermöglicht die Minimierung der Anzahl von aktiven Proben, während die Erkenntnisse
aus der Menge von den ausgeführten Proben maximiert werden können. Wir zeigen zudem,
dass andere passive Techniken ein aktives Angriffserkennungssystem ergänzen können. Wir
schlagen eine leichtgewichtige Metrik für die Anomalieerkennungen vor, die sogenannte
„neighbor variation rate”. Wir erforschen, wie sich die Nachbarschaft während der Zeit verändert
und drücken diese Veränderungen in einer quantitativ messbaren Metrik aus. Wir entwickeln
ein Erkennunsmodell, das auf dieser Metrik basiert, und benutzen es für die Anomalie- und
Angriffserkennung. Abschließend stellen wir eine modulare Implementierung unseres Systems
zur aktiven Angriffsanalyse als Open-Source-Software zur Verfügung.
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1I N T R O D U C T I O N
To do successful research, you don’t
need to know everything, you just need
to know of one thing that isn’t known.
Arthur Schawlow
1.1 motivation
Practical solutions to provide network-level security in Wireless Multihop Networks (WMNs)
are scarce despite the fact that WMNs are a candidate technology for cost-effective wireless
network access [1]. The growing relevance of WMNs is mirrored by community efforts that
aim at building organically growing mesh communities [1, 2] as well as research projects
that investigate technical limitations of wireless multihop networks [3]. Moreover, the recent
standardization of the IEEE 802.11s mesh extension aims at building on the success of more
than a billion devices with built-in 802.11 capability [4].
Wireless multihop networks are attracting attention and interest in the industry due to
their characteristics. They are easy to deploy, cost-effective, and they feature decentralized
wireless connectivity that enables communication when a fixed infrastructure is not possible
or damaged. An emerging practical example is the communication in disaster areas using
Android smartphones [5]. In a disaster area, for example after an extreme meteorological event,
the complete communication system might be destroyed. The people, however, still need to
communicate, rescue teams need to know where survivors are, neighbors want to contact
their families and friends, or send emergency requests when food and water is scarce. Rescue
robots or drones might be deployed and they also need to communicate. In such scenario,
a wireless multihop network can be quickly and easily deployed to enable communication.
Autonomous nodes with battery or solar energy can be installed and create a reliable multihop
network that, at the very end, can save peoples’ lives. Apart from catastrophe scenarios,
other emerging examples include: sensors for industrial automation and medical monitoring
[6], car-to-car communication [7], lighting control [8], and community networks for Internet
access [9]. Wireless multihop networks are also emerging for smart home applications and the
Internet of Things. A group of industry-leading companies developed Thread in 2014, a new
IPv6 networking protocol for low-power smart homes [10].
Yet, in spite of their advantages, WMNs present a potential point of failure: each node
should cooperatively forward the packets to and from neighboring nodes. Because of the
meshed topology and multihop transmissions, no centralized monitoring or management unit
exists that allows supervision of the forwarding of packets in a network wide-fashion. Once a
packet is transmitted by a node, its neighbors are responsible for forwarding the packet to its
destination. This underlying principle of collaboration opens the door to malicious nodes to
perform a wide range of attacks.
1.1.1 The security problem
Security is a general and very important requirement for any kind of computer network. The
different applications of a network feature diverse security requirements, yet it is obvious that
applications such as rescue systems, medical monitoring, industrial automation or vehicular
communications can only be successful if operational security can be maintained. But achieving
operational security in wireless multihop networks is not trivial and it should be tackled in
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an integrated fashion. An integral security design can be wide and consist of a diversity of
requirements, policies, monitoring systems, prevention systems, among others. Monitoring
takes on a special role in WMNs given that, generally, there are nodes in WMNs that are not
controlled or do not belong to the same administration domain. Yet, these nodes are part of
the network and of the packet forwarding process. For example, in rescue scenarios, a node
could filter and drop packets that are not of its own interest in order to save resources. If
such a node is placed between a rescue team and a victim, for example, and the rescue team
does not receive the emergency messages from the victim, it can lead to a fatality. It does not
mean that the administrator of this node originally had such a malicious intention, but packet
filtering in this context can lead to dramatic situations. An intrusion detection system can save
a life in this scenario, if for example, it keeps the rescue teams informed of which nodes of
the network are working correctly and which are not. The rescuers can go to that area where
the communication is broken but people are likely to be there waiting for help. In vehicular
communications, for example, cars keep communication between them and to infrastructure
nodes along a highway. A malicious infrastructure node can provide false information leading
to unnecessary bottlenecks, delays, or to accidents in the worst case. Intrusion detection for
this application is also of utmost importance.
Intrusion detection is a necessary element of operation security. Measures provided for
preventing attackers, such as encryption and authentication, can be applied to WMNs to
attempt to reduce intrusions, but they do not eliminate them. For example, using encryption
and authentication is not sufficient against attackers which have direct access to the compro-
mised node, including its private keys. The security research history evidences that there exist
always methods to break into networks, despite of the number of countermeasures employed.
Intrusion detection systems can be considered as an important and complementary wall of
defense [11].
Inspired by the distributed nature of WMNs, a common approach provided by the research
community to address intrusion detection is the distributed network monitoring [12]. This
implies the deployment of sensors on many or all nodes of a multihop network [13]. The
collected status information is then either processed in a distributed fashion or collected and
processed by a central monitoring unit [14, 15]. While this approach is very promising in
theory, experimental results show that the overhead generated on the nodes is quite high and
often prohibitive [16, 17]. This represents an important challenge to overcome if we consider
that nodes are often cheap, resource-limited devices. Hence, we derive our first research
question: is there a practical design alternative to the distributed deployment of intrusion detection
sensors in wireless multihop networks?
A second notable challenge is the limitation of the passive eavesdropping for detection of
attacks. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSes) for wireless multihop networks presented in
the literature base the detection on passive eavesdropping of data. However, sophisticated
attacks can be difficult or impossible to detect by means of passive overhearing of the wireless
medium [18]. Moreover, existing solutions to detect and mitigate powerful attacks require
modifications to the actual protocols [15, 19–21]. The above leads us to a second open research
question: how can attacks best be detected under the assumption of resource-constrained network nodes
and network protocols that cannot easily be modified to support intrusion detection?
To find answers to the research questions, we approach intrusion detection in a different
way. Instead of deploying intrusion detection systems on the nodes of a wireless multihop
networks, we propose to deploy nodes into the network only for this purpose. The intrusion
detection nodes are trustworthy, as well as less limited in resources (computing resources,
energy resources, mobility). Ideally we would deploy one node for intrusion detection, but
this might depend on the size of the network, security requirements, etc. As an analogy, we
can imagine the nodes of a network as civilians of a town and our intrusion detection systems
as police officers. They are deployed there to detect intrusions. Differently from distributed
intrusion detection systems in literature, the intrusion detection nodes in our scheme do not
detect attacks locally but detect them by looking into the nodes of the network from the
outside. To this end, we propose in this dissertation the employment of an active-probing
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technique. Our active probing technique uses an approach similar to classical ping or active
fingerprinting, i.e., it works by sending testing packets to a host and recording/analyzing
its reaction. The innovation of our dissertation is that, in contrast to fingerprinting or the
classical usage of active techniques, we propose an active technique not to identify nodes, but
to determine if they work according to the protocol specifications as well as to detect malicious
activities. In addition, if we let the intrusion detection node be mobile, it can move through
the network and examine all the nodes of a network.
1.1.2 Taxonomy of wireless multihop networks
A Self-Organizing Network (SON) is a concept of networks which are able to set themselves up
(self configuration). The aim of self organization is for base stations to become essentially “Plug
and Play” items, i.e. the configuration process should require as little manual intervention as
possible. The goal of the self organization is to optimize the operational characteristics to best
meet the needs of the overall network [22]. According to [23], a SON is a taxonomy of four
different wireless networks: Wireless Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), Wireless Mesh Networks, and Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs). A
WMN1 is a SON with wireless multihop communication capabilities.
1.2 goals and contributions
The general goal of this dissertation is to study if active probing is practical for security
purposes. If we validate our hypothesis, we aim at opening a path to using active probing
for security, in particular for intrusion detection in wireless multihop networks. With this
dissertation we want to establish a baseline to use active probing techniques for security to
serve research purposes as well as practical applications.
The specific goals of this dissertation are:
. Design an active-probing based intrusion detection technique for wireless multihop
networks. The design should be as general as possible and fulfill requirements such as
efficient detection or minimal overhead.
. Identify different parameters of the active-probing process and their adjustment for
practical applications.
. Evaluate the proposed active probing in a wireless multihop testbed with real attacks.
Provide the community with both a solid theoretical framework on active probing as
well as a concrete documented implementation.
Our contributions are:
. Our principal contribution is the active-probing-based network intrusion detection. We
propose its conception, design and evaluation (Chapters 3 and 4). We evaluate the active
probing and its parameters (Chapter 5).
. While keeping the focus on active-probing intrusion detection, the approach remains
general. We model a temporal-selective Bayes classifier to infer the state of a network
node under test which is generally applicable to other systems. For our purpose, it
classifies whether a node misbehaves based on the outcome of a set of active probes.
To implement this classifier, we design a recursive probe selection scheme based on the
current posterior of the Bayes classifier and a prediction step. It facilitates reducing
the number of active probes while maximizing the insights gained by the set of probes
executed (Chapter 6).
1 We define the term WMN to generally refer to any kind of aforementioned self-organizing wireless multihop network.
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Figure 1: Dissertation outline as connected points.
. We show that other passive techniques can complement an active-probing-based intru-
sion detection system. We propose a lightweight metric called neighbor variation rate for
anomaly detection. We study how the neighborhood varies over time and we represent it
with a quantitative measurable value. We create a detection model based on this metric
and we apply it for anomaly/intrusion detection (Chapter 8).
. Without losing generality, we tested our active-probing technique in an office wireless
mesh testbed running the emerging mesh standard IEEE 802.11s (Chapter 7,). We
provide the community with an implementation and documentation of our intrusion
detection system as open source software (licensed under GPLv3) called DogoIDS at
https://sourceforge.net/projects/dogoids.
1.3 dissertation outline
This dissertation is structured in the following way:
In Chapter 2, background and related work, we give an introductory background
on wireless multihop networks, their definition, applications, and the attacks that already
exist. We also describe the different intrusion detection systems proposed in the literature.
In Chapter 3, problem statement and system model, we introduce the problem that
we address in this dissertation. We define the research questions and hypotheses. In addition,
we describe the communication model and attacker model that we follow.
In Chapter 4, active-probing-based intrusion detection, we introduce our funda-
mental contribution: the active-probing-based intrusion detection technique. We explain its
definitions, working principle and key concepts.
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In Chapter 5, on the parametrization of an ap-nids, we focus on making the
active-probing technique practical. We show that environment-dependent parameters exist,
which need to be adjusted for better operation.
In Chapter 6, modeling probe selection and attack inference, we present a
general model for attack inference and we apply it to the active-probing-based intrusion
detection system to launch the so-called active probes in a probabilistic manner, minimizing
the number of probes executed.
In Chapter 7, evaluation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of attack detection by means
of active probing. We configure our intrusion evaluation system based on the lessons learned
in the previous chapters and evaluate it for attack detection.
In Chapter 8, extension, we introduce an extension to intrusion detection by designing
monitoring how the neighboring node rate varies over time.
Finally, Chapter 9, conclusions, brings a close to this dissertation and raises discussion
of some ideas for future directions.
The outline of the dissertation is presented graphically in Fig. 1. The bigger circle represents
our dissertation, the active probing applied to security as our innovation and contribution
to science. The little points are the different chapters of this dissertation. The chapters are
self-contained but they follow the circle we show in the picture. Especially the evaluation is
based on the chapters before.

2B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K
A scientist is a mimosa when he himself
has made a mistake, and a roaring lion
when he discovers a mistake of others.
Albert Einstein
In this chapter, we start by briefly introducing the necessary background on wireless
multihop networks and wireless mesh networks. Afterwards, we go through the literature
and we describe the attacks already present, and the techniques proposed to detect them.
2.1 wireless multihop networks
In cellular and standard one-hop wireless networks, there is usually one wireless link between
the wireless access point and the end device. In wireless multihop networks, whole or part
of the path between two communicating points is composed of wireless links that forwards
packets hop by hop. WMNs can extend the wireless coverage, which is useful in applications
where a wired infrastructure is not possible or not desired. Each hop of a wireless multihop
network decides the next hop of its incoming packets. Hence, these networks are beneficial
where the participating nodes are mobile and change their position, resulting in changing the
network topology. In high-loaded networks, for example, several paths can be employed to
improve the network performance [24].
There are a number of scenarios for WMNs that have been recently investigated. The
coverage of cellular networks can be extend by employing multihop technology. Wireless mesh
networks have been applied in order to provide Internet access where wired infrastructures
are not cost-effective. The mesh nodes form a multihop backbone infrastructure, which is
usually fixed at users’ home. Wireless mesh networks can be applied for community and
enterprise networking. Wireless mesh networks can employ different technologies and routing
protocols, such as the IEEE 802.11s. There exist vehicular multihop networks. These networks
are applied to cars in order to exchange live information in a car-to-car way. This information
can be, for example, the state of a nearer highway, or accidents. Another emerging technology
for wireless multihop communications are the wireless sensor networks. These networks
usually exchange data from distributed sensors with low resources to a sink, which use the
data for computation. The sensors can be employed for diverse applications, for example, to
perform measurements in pipelines [24, 25].
2.1.1 Wireless mesh networks - the IEEE 802.11s standard
In general, the active-probing mechanism proposed in this dissertation and its different
respective studies are general and applicable to WMNs. However, for the sake of the validation
of this work and as an example throughout the different chapters, we will often refer to
intrusion detection applied to the concrete setting of a wireless mesh network running the
IEEE 802.11s standard. For this reason, in this section, we describe the technical background
of the IEEE 802.11s standard.
Overview
In contrast to the IEEE 802.11 [26], the standard IEEE 802.11s [27] incorporates a new kind
of Basic Service Set (BSS) called Mesh Basic Service Set (MBSS) [28]. The so-called Mesh
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Station (MSTA) participates in the formation of a MBSS, path selection, and any mesh-specific
functionalities. The non-mesh stations do not communicate with mesh stations, and the
interconnection is possible by coupling the MBSS to the Distribution System (DS) through
mesh gates [27].
Mesh creation
A mesh is created dynamically between the mesh stations. They perform two variants of
station discovery: passive or active scan. In a passive scan, the MSTAs limit their discovery
to just observe the beacon frames, which are periodically transmitted by other mesh stations
in the MBSS. In an active scan, the MSTAs send probe frames, which are answered by probe
response frames by other MSTAs. Beacon frames further serve synchronization and power
management tasks.
Mesh peering
A mesh station creates and maintains peer links with its neighbor nodes, which are required
for direct communication. A neighbor can be found by means of passive or active scanning.
Mesh peering is established between neighbors according to the Mesh Peering Management
Protocol (MPM) or the Authenticated Mesh Peering Exchange (AMPE). This last one is
employed if authentication is required. Mesh stations do not transmit frames other than the
ones used for candidate peer mesh station discovery to a neighboring MSTA until a mesh
peering has been established with the mesh station. A MSTA can establish a mesh peering
with multiple neighbor MSTAs [27].
Path selection
IEEE 802.11s defines a mandatory path selection protocol: a hybrid (proactive/reactive)
protocol named Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol (HWMP). It is inspired by the Ad hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [29] adapted for MAC address-based path
selection and link metric awareness, and it is completely defined in the standard [27]. HWMP
can be configured to operate in two modes: on-demand path selection mode and proactive
tree building mode. The on-demand mode is appropriate to establish a path between MSTAs
in a peer-to-peer basis. In proactive mode, a tree-based topology is calculated once an MSTA
announces itself as a root. If great portions of network traffic is always forwarded to specific
nodes, a tree-based protocol can improve the efficiency of the path selection [30].
Definition 1. We define the term routing as the mechanism for path (also named route) selection/dis-
covery, establishment and maintenance. A routing packet or control packet, for example, is a packet
employed for such purpose.
Security
The mesh stations use the Simultaneous Authentication of Equals (SAE) algorithm for peer
authentication. This algorithm provides two mesh stations with a pairwise master key that
they use to mutually authenticate themselves and encrypt their frames. SAE does not rely on a
keying hierarchy like traditional 802.11 encryption, and it implements a distributed approach
that both mesh stations may initiate simultaneously. Each link is secured due to the pairwise
encryption. As a consequence, 802.11s does not provide end-to-end encryption. For broadcast
communication, a broadcast traffic key exists. Peers share this key with all neighbors and
update it with every new peer [28].
2.2 attacks in wireless multihop networks
In this section we collect and summarize the attacks for WMNs found throughout the literature.
Out goal is not only to make a mere list of attacks, but also to classify them and later analyze
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Figure 2: Conceptual description of the working principle/deployment of some attacks in WMNs.
against which kind of attacks our IDS approach performs well. First, we list and describe the
different attacks. For the description of the attacks we refer to a hypothetical malicious node, i.e.
a node launching the attacks. We will employ the singular case, however, the definitions are
valid also if there is more than one malicious node.
Definition 2. We employ the term malicious node for a compromised non-malicious node (a node that
was not malicious before being compromised). We call the non-compromised or non-malicious nodes as
good nodes, legitimate nodes, or non-malicious nodes.
Definition 3. The term neighboring node (of another) refers to a node which is one-hop away (also
called next-hop node or immediate neighbor).
2.2.1 Insider and outsider attacks
Network attacks can be classified into insider and outsider attacks. In general, insider
attackers have access to network resources by means of having the cryptographic keys and
being authenticated on the network and their presence is harder to detect [31–34], thus making
detection more challenging. Many of the attacks that exist in the literature can be prevented
by using cryptographic protocols to secure the network traffic (effectively preventing outsider
attacks). The attacks that remain for outsider attackers are mostly performed at the physical
layer, such as the jamming attack. However, preventing attacks on the physical layer requires
techniques which are outside the scope of the detection technique that we propose in this
dissertation.
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Black hole attack
In a black hole attack, a malicious node sends fake routing information, claiming that it has
the best routes to all destinations and causes other good nodes to route data packets through
the malicious one. The malicious node (selectively) drops the receiving packets [20, 35–38]. In
Fig. 2, for example, the malicious node G announces to its neighbors it has the best route to
any destination. The neighboring nodes E, F, I and H send their packets through G and G
drops them.
Colluding injected attack
The colluding injected attack is a complex attack that requires two previous phases before
being launched. In the first phase, called node replication phase, the adversary compromises
an arbitrary node and then injects a replication node of the compromised node in the network.
In a second phase, or injection phase, the attacker inserts another node into the network.
This node colludes with the replicated node with the goal of disrupting some other node’s
communication. Both colluding nodes originate an intentional collision of every packet
transmitted to the attacked node. If a watchdog system is present in the network, it will note
that the attacked node does not forward packets as expected. The watchdog can, for example,
report the attacked node as malicious and exclude it from the network [39].
Colluding misrelay attack
In this attack, multiple malicious nodes work in collusion to modify or drop routing and/or
data packets to disrupt forwarding/routing operation in a WMN. For example, in Fig. 2
the first malicious node D forwards packets to the second malicious node E to avoid being
detected by node C. The second malicious node E drops the received packets [20, 40].
Cooperative black hole attack
Similar to the colluding misrelay attack, a cooperative black hole attack occurs when two or
more malicious nodes collude. The difference to the colluding misrelay is that the colluding
nodes always reply by announcing one of them as the best route to all destinations, and then
dropping the receiving packets [41, 42].
Fabrication and modification attack
A malicious node injects routing packets with false routing information. Similarly, the
modification attack modifies routing information of received routing packets and retransmits
them [36, 43].
Fuzzing attack
In this attack a malicious node injects poorly formed (invalid) packets into the network. The
content of the packets can be completely random or only some fields. They can also be genuine
packets cut short. The packets can belong to data and/or control packets [44].
Jellyfish attack
Jellyfish attacks work on WMNs that use protocols with congestion control techniques, such
as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), in the transport layer. Packets can be maliciously
dropped (Jellyfish Periodic Dropping Attack), reordered (Jellyfish Reordering Attack), or
delayed (Jellyfish Delay Variance Attack) to adversely affect network throughput [38]. Refer to
[37] for a detailed description of this attack and its variants.
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Man-in-the-middle attack
In a man-in-the-middle attack, the attacker places itself between two communicating nodes
without their consent. In this way, the attacker can eavesdrop the communication and insert,
modify or delete network traffic. A man-in-the-middle attack can be used to steal web sessions,
for example, or to bypass authentication mechanisms. It can be also employed to traffic
analysis and obtain information from the legitimate users [45].
Resource depletion attack
A malicious node sends out unnecessary routing control messages, which can congest channels,
use up battery power, and fill up storage space. Alternatively, a malicious node could also
establish communications with other nodes (or colluding nodes) and send unnecessary or fake
data repeatedly [38]. Examples of resource depletion attacks include the “vampire attacks”,
introduced by Vasserman and Hopper [46]. One type of vampire attack is the carousel attack,
where the attacker crafts packets with routing loops introduced. It exploits the weak message
headers verification of routing protocols, which allows a single packet to traverse the same
nodes again. Another vampire attack is the stretch attack. An attacker create long paths,
which might cross through every node in the network. The attacker can increase the lengths of
the packets, which might cause the long packets to travel to a number of nodes independently
of the shortest path to the destination [46].
Routing loop attack
In routing loop attack, a malicious node receives a message, updates it, and sends it back to
one of the previous forwarders (or the source) even if there is a better node in its routing table
that is available to be the next forwarder according to the routing strategy. The aim of this
attack is to delay or prevent the delivery of a message [43, 47].
Selective dropping of packets attack
A malicious node exploits the cooperative nature of WMNs and it drops packets that are
supposed to be forwarded to neighboring nodes [48]. The packets can be dropped in a
random drop mode, where any packet is dropped with a given probability, and/or also in a
selective mode, where a malicious node only drops certain types of packets (services) with a
given probability. In selective mode, the attacker can drop a small number of critical packets,
for example, control packets. This drop might seriously degrade the network performance
[36, 38, 49, 50]. If the dropping probability is 1 for every kind of service, this attack is simply
called “dropping of packets”. A conceptual representation of this attack is depicted in Fig. 2,
where node B drops packets incoming from node A.
Selfish attack
The selfish behavior attack occurs when a malicious node does not participate either in the
route discovery mechanism, or in the packet forwarding, or also not in either of them, and it
only does it when the malicious node itself needs to communicate. Generally, the purpose of
this attack is to conserve energy [38, 51].
Wormhole attack
The wormhole attack, as introduced by Hu et al. [52], happens when an attacker tunnels
packets from one point to another point of the network using a high quality out-of-band
link. The tunneling causes that the nodes find routes to far away destinations only traveling
throw the tunnel [38]. The malicious node can be set either in hidden mode or in participation
mode, as defined by Khabbazian et al. [53]. In the first one, the attacker is an external node,
invisible for the legitimate nodes. The tunneling occurs at the physical layer, where the bits
are captured in one region and forwarded in other; in the second mode, the attacker is an
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Table 1: Classification of common attacks in WMNs
Attack name Attack goal Target Type
Dropping of packets†
Denial of Service - Performance degradation Data I
Routing I
Jellyfish Performance degradation Data I
Black hole† Denial of Service Routing II
Selective dropping of
packets†
Denial of Service - Performance degradation Data II
Routing II
Fabrication and
Modification
Degrade the quality of service by creating
misrouting situations
Data II
Routing II
Fuzzing Denial of Service by leading to crash or to
excessive resource consumption
Data II
Routing II
Resource depletion
Increase resource consumption leading nodes to
their limits of processing and memory capacity -
Increase link utilization
Data II
Routing II
Selfish Performance degradation by not collaborating dur-
ing the routing process
Routing II
Cooperative black hole Denial of Service Data III
Routing loop Denial of Service - Increase of link utilization Data III
Colluding misrelay† Denial of Service Data III
Colluding injected attack Deny communication to a victim node Data III
Man-in-the-middle Control the communication between nodes affect-
ing their integrity and/or privacy - Denial of cer-
tain services by selective dropping
Data III
Wormhole Performance degradation of particular services,
and compromised privacy
Routing III
† Attack implemented during the evaluation of this dissertation.
insider node which is likely to be authenticated by the other nodes and which participates in
the path discovery and packet forwarding process [20, 38, 45, 52].
2.2.2 Taxonomy
We propose a classification of the different attacks in WMNs according to how they can be
detected. We create this classification in this sense because it helps us to understand how these
attacks are linked, from the perspective of an intrusion detection system. First, we define four
properties as follows:
. Local: The attack can be detected with the information gathered locally, including
observable traffic from the immediate neighbors.
. Distributed: Information from nodes beyond the neighboring nodes is needed to detect
the attack.
. On-the-fly: No previous data is needed to detect the attack.
. Correlation: The attack is detected only after gathering and correlating a certain amount
of data.
Based on these properties, we define the following three types of attacks with increasing
detection complexity:
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. Type I: Local, On-the-fly
. Type II: Local, Correlation
. Type III: Distributed, Correlation
Note that we skipped the category “Distributed, On-the-fly” because it is inconsistent. If
the IDS needs distributed information in order to detect the attack, it cannot be detected
“on-the-fly” as defined above. In Table 1 we summarize the classification of common attacks.
We distinguish the attacks that affect the data packets and those which affect the routing
packets.
For the evaluation of this dissertation in the following chapters, we choose one representative
attack of each type and deploy them in our testbed. For attack Type I, we choose the (selective)
dropping of packets as a typical example of an attack that could be detected without the need
for complex analysis. This attack is very important, in spite of its low complexity. It is
relatively easy to implement, which make it attractive to any attacker with a basic knowledge
of computer systems. This attack can cause serious damage to the network (e.g. by dropping
control packets). For Type II, we use the black hole attack, which is very popular in the
literature related to multihop networks, and its detection implies collecting information from
neighbor nodes in several steps. For Type III, we choose the colluding misrelay attack because
the detection requires the gathering of information from different parts of the network.
2.3 intrusion detection systems
Next we describe relevant different approaches for intrusion detection in WMNs presented in
the literature.
Acknowledgment-based IDS
Shakshuki et al. presented EAACK [54], an intrusion detection system that is based on
secure acknowledgments and misbehavior monitoring. It basically employs an end-to-end
acknowledgment scheme, i.e. it relies on packet acknowledgments in order to detect attacks
or misbehavior.
Distributed and cooperative IDS
An IDS architecture for MANETs first appeared in the work of Zhang et al. [11, 13] and
continued by Huang and Lee [14]. The proposed architecture is based on randomly setting
some nodes on the network as intrusion detectors, building a cluster of sensors which
collaboratively works towards global anomaly detection. DEMEM is another distributed and
cooperative IDS model presented by Tseng et al. [55]. The nodes exchange messages for more
than one-hop detection. The messages contain critical information called evidence and are
used to validate the protocol specification. This model cannot detect collaborative attacks.
MASID [56] is yet another very similar architecture for distributed intrusion detection in
MANETs.
Cluster-based IDS
Kachirski and Guha [57] present a hierarchical and distributed IDS where the network is
divided into clusters. Each node performs local intrusion detection and only the cluster head
nodes perform network intrusion detection. Clusters are chosen by vote based on connectivity.
The performance of intrusion detection strongly changes depending on the hop distance to a
cluster node.
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Cross layer IDS
Shrestha et al. [58] present an IDS for MANETs that employs a cross layer mechanism for
attack inference. A cross-layer algorithm collects traces from the different layers of the nodes
that it is supervising In addition, distributed intrusion detection is achieved by exchanging
information with neighboring nodes that run the IDS as well.
Specification-based IDS
Tseng et al. [15] present a model for intrusion detection for AODV that detects the effects of
the intrusions as run-time violations of the protocol specifications. The detection is performed
on strategically selected monitoring nodes which cover all the nodes of the network. It is
assumed that the monitors know the IP and MAC addresses of all the nodes of the network,
and the MAC addresses cannot be forged. Moreover, the AODV protocol needs to be modified
by adding a new field. Vigna et al. [17] describe AODVSTAT, a tool based on a misuse
detection technique for the AODV protocol, which is supposed to be deployed on a set of
nodes of the network. It can detect intruders locally (i.e. within the immediate neighborhood
of the node), as well as in a distributed cooperative manner.
Learning technique
A different approach to intrusion detection based on a grammatical evolution technique is
presented by S¸en and Clark [59], in which the intrusion detection programs are evolved and
distributed to each node on the network for each type of attack.
Lightweight IDS
Hugelshofer et al. [16] introduce a lightweight IDS called OpenLIDS. They considered the low
resources of the mesh nodes and emphasize detecting the attacks efficiently, with low resource
consumption. Their experiments showed that with lightweight detection metrics they were
able to detect several threats, though for more complex ones, the resource consumption was
not significantly different compared to other conventional IDSes.
Statistics-based IDS
Anjum and Talpade [60] presented LiPaD, a practical approach to detect packet dropping
attacks in MANETs. The IDS is deployed on every node and the employed algorithm is simple
and lightweight. The nodes send reports to certain coordinator, which initiates attack detection.
The network bandwidth can be quite large because each node sends reports of each data flow.
2.3.1 Comparison of the different intrusion detection systems
In Table 2 we compare the different intrusion detection systems presented in the literature
and our active-probing-based network IDS proposed in this dissertation. We compare if the
different intrusion detection systems are able to detect the three different kinds of attacks
(described in Section 2.2.2). Performing such a comparison is not easy, since the IDSes are
all designed, described, and evaluated differently. Based on the literature work, we reasoned
whether or not the IDSes are capable of detecting of detecting the different kind of attacks. Of
course, we understand that in some cases this might be arguable, however, in most cases it is
quite clear what the IDSes can and cannot detect.
We classify the intrusion detection systems according to their detection technique employed.
We follow the classification employed in [66]:
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Table 2: Comparison of the different intrusion detection systems proposed in the literature
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. Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection (ABID): “Also known as behavior-based intrusion detection,
it flags as anomalous observed activities that deviate significantly from the normal profile” [66].
. Knowledge-Based Intrusion Detection (KBID): “Also known as misuse intrusion detection,
knowledge-based IDS maintain a knowledge base that contains signatures or patterns of well-
known attacks and looks for these patterns in an attempt to detect them” [66].
. Specification-Based Intrusion Detection (SBID): “Specification-based IDSes first explicitly define
specifications as a set of constraints. They then use these specifications to monitor the routing
protocol operations or network layer operations to detect attacks in the network” [66].
. Hybrid: A hybrid of the various systems. For example, an IDS can be both anomaly-based
and knowledge-based. It has the advantage of correctly detecting attacks that are already
known (knowledge) and at the same time being able to detect new attacks based on
deviations of the normal activity (anomalies). However, configuring such an IDS is more
complex because of having to set up both components.
2.4 summary
In this chapter, we provided the background on wireless multihop networks necessary to
understand the work presented in this dissertation. Additionally, we investigated and classified
the attacks that already exist. We surveyed related works and described the state-of-the-art
for intrusion detection systems for wireless multihop networks. We described and classified
the different approaches to intrusion detection. The background provided in this chapter is
necessary to understand why we decided to investigate intrusion detection, why and at which
point the actual system fails, and how different our approach is from these others. In this
chapter, we highlighted three conclusions. First, few intrusion detection systems are able to
detect Type III attacks. Secondly, there are few practical implementations of intrusion detection
systems for WMNs. Thirdly, the proposed intrusion detection systems in the literature have to
be implemented in all the network nodes.
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Research is what I’m doing when I
don’t know what I’m doing.
Wernher von Braun
In school, we’re rewarded for having the
answer, not for asking a good question.
Richard Saul Wurman
In this chapter, we concretely define the problem statement of this dissertation, our fun-
damental research question and hypothesis. We also define the communication model and
attacker model that we employ.
3.1 problem statement
Wireless multihop networks can be instrumental for several scenarios, such as search and
rescue in disaster areas, thus potentially helping to save lives. For this reason, detecting
the attacks that can disrupt the network operation can be considered of utmost importance.
By means of an extensive literature study (see Section 2.3), we found severe limitations in
the field of intrusion detection for WMNs in general. Purely centralized intrusion detection
systems are ill suited for WMNs, because WMNs miss a clear line of defense due to their
distributed and wireless nature. Moreover, in a number of application scenarios, WMNs lack
a centralized management authority. Hence, the most studied approach to intrusion detection
in WMNs is the distributed IDS [12], which consists of deploying detection sensors in all or
part of the nodes of the network [13]. The attack detection is performed by means of passive
eavesdropping of the wireless medium. Many different approaches following this distributed
detection paradigm have been proposed in the literature, although many of them have not
actually been tested in practical implementations but in computer simulated environments.
Where practical validation was performed, the results showed that the overhead generated
on the nodes, in terms of memory and CPU consumption, is excessively high [16, 17], which
makes the distributed detection principle unsuitable for networks operating on resource-
constraint devices. In addition, passive eavesdropping of the medium severely limits the
number of attacks that can be detected in WMNs [18]. Specification-based IDSes facilitate the
detection of advanced attacks against WMNs, however they require modifications to the base
routing protocols in use [15, 19–21]. In summary, intrusion detection mechanisms for wireless
multihop networks proposed in the literature are scarce, and most of the proposed solutions
have never been validated in practice.
In this dissertation we present a new paradigm in intrusion detection. Our working hypothesis is
that active intrusion detection can overcome the problems of passive and distributed intrusion detection
approaches, while being more practical than contemporary approaches to intrusion detection in WMNs.
In particular, the goal is to allow for 1) efficient detection of 2) a wide class of attacks
(including advanced attacks). Moreover, the proposed solution needs to be 3) practical for
heterogeneous and constrained environments as well as for legacy protocols.
Our proposed detection method does not need the modification of the routing protocols.
The objective of our intrusion detection technique is to detect certain classes of insider attacks
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(see Section 2.2.1). Although the method we propose is general and applicable to wireless
multihop networks in general (different degrees of mobility, routing protocols, transmission
capacities, among other properties), for the sake of the validation in practical environments,
we have chosen the class of wireless mesh networks. Our interest in them is twofold. On the
one hand, they are suited to heterogeneous environments. These networks are ad hoc, they
handle high bandwidth in real-time, their nodes might be static or mobile, and energy and/or
resource constraints apply. They provide a dynamic, easy to deploy and self-configurable
network, for example, to serve as a backbone for other emergency response networks. On
the other hand, the growing relevance of wireless mesh networks is mirrored by community
efforts that aim at building organically growing mesh communities [1, 2] as well as research
projects that investigate technical limitations of multihop wireless networks [3]. In addition,
wireless mesh networks were recently standardized with the IEEE 802.11s mesh extension,
which is quite promising given the success of more than a billion devices with built-in 802.11
capabilities in 2011, expecting to double this number by 2015 [4].
3.2 communication model
We study the intrusion detection in wireless multihop networks. The communication model
employed in this dissertation corresponds to the standard model employed in wireless multi-
hop networks. One node of the network can communicate (send/receive packets) with other
nodes if they are within its radio transmission range. If one node wants to communicate
with other nodes that are not within its transmission range, the node should transmit its
information to one of its neighbors, starting a chain of collaborative delivery of information.
The path to a destination node is discovered in a previous step by using a routing protocol.
For the sake of validation, we perform the experimentation of this dissertation using the IEEE
802.11s mesh standard.
3.3 attacker model
In this section we define the attacker model followed in this dissertation. Cordasco and Wetzel
first defined in [67] a common attacker model to analyze secure routing protocols in MANET.
We define our own attacker model inspired by [67].
3.3.1 Capabilities of the attacker
We assume that the attacker is capable of either introducing one or multiple malicious nodes,
or of taking control of one or multiple legitimate nodes of the network (byzantine behavior).
In both cases we assume the malicious nodes to be internal to the network, i.e., the node(s)
belong(s) to the network.
3.3.2 Communication
The malicious/compromised node can freely communicate with its neighboring nodes. It can
create, manipulate, send, receive, forward, and drop packets. The malicious node uses the
same hardware and radio capabilities as the rest of the nodes of the network. The attacker
cannot increase the transmission power or improve its sensitivity. We assume that the attacker
cannot launch attacks on the physical layer (like jamming attacks). The malicious node can
collude with another malicious node on the network to launch an attack, and they are able to
use another communication channel.
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3.3.3 Computation
The computation and power capacity of the attacker are limited to the resources of the node(s)
that it is controlling. The attacker can only perform operations (without key material) that are
feasible in a reasonable amount of time on current hardware [67].
3.4 detection model
The active-probing technique we present serves as a generator of audits. The audits are general,
and can be applied to any detection model. In this dissertation we present the active-probing
technique in operation with a network intrusion detection system. For this purpose, we
build the intrusion detection system and we adopt the specification-based and the knowledge-
based model (see Section 2.3.1). We decide to use these models combined because of their
practicability. If, instead, we choose to use anomaly-based mode, an active-probing-based
intrusion detection system would need to first transmit many probes in order to create a
normal baseline that is later used to look for deviations.
3.4.1 Definition of intrusion
In this dissertation, intrusions are considered as any set of deliberate actions that disrupt the
operation of a wireless multihop network. These actions can correspond to violations to the
routing protocols in use (i.e. dropping routing packets on purpose), or can be actions that do
not violate any specification but still disrupt the operation of the network (i.e. replying to
have the best route to a certain destination).
3.5 summary
In this chapter, we defined the fundamental problem that we address in this dissertation.
We explained why contemporary intrusion detection systems are not practical for wireless
multihop networks. In the next chapter, we start describing the design of our proposed
solution. We base our solution on the standard communication model of wireless multihop
networks we described in this section. In further chapters, we validate our intrusion detection
system by using real attacks. For this reason, this section addresses the attacker model we
employ. We model the attacker as an insider attacker and we define its capabilities and
limitations. In addition, we define the detection model used in our solution.

4A C T I V E - P R O B I N G - B A S E D I N T R U S I O N D E T E C T I O N
That’s been one of my mantras — focus and simplicity. Simple
can be harder than complex. You have to work hard to get your
thinking clean to make it simple. But it’s worth it in the end
because once you get there, you can move mountains.
Steve Jobs
In the previous chapters, we introduced the problem that motivates this work. We briefly
described the already existing IDSes and attacks for wireless multihop networks. In this
chapter, we propose a novel intrusion detection technique and we conceptually present its
design and working principle [68].
4.1 introduction
A classical definition for intrusion detection system1 states: “An intrusion-detection system
dynamically monitors the actions taken in a given environment, and decides whether these actions
are symptomatic of an attack or constitute a legitimate use of the environment” [69]. Although
active-probing-based intrusion detection is, strictly, covered by this general definition, we
re-phrase it to address specifically active-probing in the context of WMNs in the following
definition.
Definition 4. An Active-Probing-Based Network Intrusion Detection System (AP-NIDS) dynamically
injects probes and monitors the reaction of the nodes to the probes in a given WMN, and decides whether
these reactions are symptomatic of an attack or constitute a legitimate use of the environment (adapted
from [69]).
In order to understand where exactly the active-probing-based detection is located macro-
scopically in the architecture of an IDS, we will refer to the terminology adopted by Debar
et al. “The term audit denotes information provided by a system concerning its inner workings and
behavior” [69]. A system, in this definition, refers to an information system being monitored
by an intrusion detection system. In traditional IDSes (not active-probing-based), audits are
composed of logging components (files, operating system logging, etc.), live network traffic,
among others. These audits are monitored by a certain detector component of the IDS. An
active-probing-based IDS also features a detector component that monitor the audits of the
system being monitored. The fundamental difference lies in how the audits are generated. In
traditional IDSes, the audits are generated by the system being monitored inherently from the
IDS. In an AP-NIDS, on the other hand, the audits are generated by the system being moni-
tored as a consequence of the probes previously generated by the AP-NIDS. We extracted a depiction
of the taxonomy of IDSes according to their functional and non-functional characteristics from
[69] and we included the new audit method proposed in this dissertation. This new taxonomy
is shown in Fig. 3.
4.2 working principle
Conceptually, the goal of the active probing technique is to uncover malicious node behavior
by the creation and transmission of packets from an intrusion detection node to a node or
1 We employ the term intrusion detection system in a generic manner and we define and employ the term active-probing-
based network intrusion detection system to refer in particular to network IDSes with active-probing techniques.
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Figure 3: Classical taxonomy of intrusion detection systems from [69] and the new audit method
proposed in this work.
group of nodes under test. In the most basic configuration, the active intrusion detection is
composed of at least two parties: a node serving as an intrusion detection system (the node
that sends the packets) and a node being tested, called target node. The packets transmitted by
the intrusion detection node for intrusion detection are called testing packets.
The testing packets are transmitted within the context of a probe.
Definition 5. A probe is the set of steps and testing packets involved to detect one particular attack.
For example, a probe can be created to detect “selective dropping of HTTPS packets”. To do
so, it might send several different testing packets. Although a probe is well-defined to detect
one particular attack, a probe may also hold information about attacks it is not designed for.
After the testing packets are sent to the target node, an AP-NIDS gathers the traffic generated
by this node (if any) and analyzes it. The relationship between the basic components of active
probing is shown in Fig. 4. A conceptual representation is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure,
the node F is the target node, and p1 and p2 are testing packets. As a simple example, the
AP-NIDS could test if the node F drops the testing packets p1 and p2. The intrusion detection
node can be a static node fixed at some position, or it can be a mobile platform. By being
mobile it offers two major advantages. First, it can cover a larger area of the network without
the necessity to deploy more intrusion detection nodes. Secondly, it can strategically locate
itself to detect certain kind of attacks. The AP-NIDS depicted in in Fig. 5 has a link to the
node A and F. The figure could be seen as a snapshot in time. If the intrusion detection node
moves, at a future time it will not have a connection to A and F but to the rest of the nodes at
the right, for example.
The testing packets are assumed to be indistinguishable from regular packets in the network
to conceal the AP-NIDS from malicious nodes. The reaction of the nodes to these packets
depends on the packets themselves and on the chosen protocol. For example, data packets
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Figure 4: Depiction of the basic components of active probing. PREQ, TCP packet and Dropping of
TCP/HTTP are only for the sake of example.
might need to be forwarded to neighboring nodes while path discovery packets are replied to
according to the specification of the protocol. In order to accomplish the active-probing-based
intrusion detection, the AP-NIDS performs three general steps: 1) Selection of the target node,
2) transmission of testing packets, and 3) compilation and analysis of the data generated by
the target node after the active probing (if any). Data is only gathered by eavesdropping.
No explicit audit information is required from the target node. After completing the above
steps, the AP-NIDS infers that: 1) Either the target node behaved as expected and no attack is
detected, 2) an attack was detected and classified, or 3) the AP-NIDS cannot assess the target
node sufficiently.
4.2.1 Mobility of the IDS node
The mobility of the IDS nodes in our approach addresses the issue of network wide coverage,
without requiring the deployment of IDS components on every node in the network. Au-
tonomous mobile robots are used in a wide range of industrial applications, such as safety
inspection of complex infrastructures like pipes, turbines in power plants [70, 71], or detection
of gas leaks in chemical plants [72]. We take inspiration from them and we consider that we
can also benefit from mobile systems for intrusion detection in wireless mesh networks, not
only limited to industrial deployments. In addition, we want to detect sophisticated threats in
which the position of the IDS node plays a fundamental role. For example, in Fig. 2 (on page 9)
nodesD and E are performing one kind of a colluding misrelay attack, in which nodeD forwards
all packets to E, and E drops them. A fixed IDS only sees that D forwarded the packets. In the
case of a colluding attack, this is the expected behavior and without further information on
the behavior of node E, this attack cannot be detected. If the IDS is mobile it can discover this
malicious behavior by strategically placing itself between D and E.
Mobility and scope of this dissertation
In this dissertation we propose the employment of an active-probing-based network intrusion
detection. We analyze that it is possible to deploy an AP-NIDS on a fixed or mobile platform,
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Figure 5: Conceptual representation of the active-probing-based intrusion detection scheme.
and that by being mobile it has a number of advantages. However, the focus of this work is on
studying the active-probing technique per se, which is the fundamental part of an AP-NIDS.
A detailed study of the mobility of an IDS is out of the scope of this dissertation and we will
leave it for future research.
4.3 active probing in other domains
It is interesting to investigate if active-probing techniques are successfully employed in domains
other than security; in this section, we review the literature, briefly showing similar active
techniques in fields other than just network or computer-related applications.
Ping and traceroute
The ping might be the most obvious example when it comes to active measurements. Mike
Muuse created the tool in 1983, and named it in analogy to the sound that a sonar makes,
inspired by the whole principle of echo-location [73]. In fact, a sonar is another example of an
active-probing technique. Traceroute is another trivial example of an active measurement tool.
Network performance measuring
One of the most popular usages of active techniques in computer networks could possibly
be to measure the performance of the network links. We cite some examples. In [74], active
measurements are used for analyzing the performance of multi-radio nodes. The authors
build a setup where UDP streams are sent at different packet rates with different packet
sizes. The authors of [75] show how active measurements in IP backbones are used to
provide a comprehensive view of the network performance and help to resolve problems in
an operational setting. Fok et al. use in [76] active measurements for network faults diagnosis.
For example, for measuring the round-trip time they transmit probes consisting of two TCP
data packets carrying an HTTP request. These packets induce a response of two TCP data
packets carrying HTTP responses from the web server. Luckie presented Scamper [77], a
packet-prober tool that facilitates the conduction of large-scale measurements. In his work, the
author shows the tool with different active measurement techniques such as ping, traceroute,
alias resolution, and many others.
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Network/traffic characterization
Actives techniques are also popularly employed for characterizing networks. Hu and Steenkiste
[78] propose active techniques for characterizing the available bandwidth of a network. In
[79], an active technique is presented for Internet traffic characterization. They insert a train
of packets at one edge of the network and measure its dispersion. The authors of [80] use
end-to-end active measurements to discover key network parameters in 3G mobile networks. A
practical and successful example of probes for network characterization is the Atlas experiment,
carried out by the The Réseaux IP Européens Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC).
RIPE freely ships probing devices to individual volunteers which connect them to the Internet.
The goal of the RIPE Atlas is to create a global network of probes that measure Internet
connectivity and reachability in real time [81].
Network security
Not much previous work uses some kind of active technique for security purposes. Shankar
and Paxson developed a technique called Active Mapping to be used with network intrusion
detection system. The idea is to provide a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) with
information about the intranet that it monitors. Active Mapping creates a profile with the
characteristics of the monitored hosts and of their network topology [82].
Network topology mapping
Another notable use of active-probing techniques is for Internet/network topology mapping.
By means of probes, topology generators aim at building a graph of a certain network or even
of the Internet. These graphs, however, are just approximations [83, 84].
Radar
A radar is an example of a popular active tool which is not related to network computers. A
radar operates by actively transmitting electromagnetic signals and detecting the echos from
the targets withing its coverage area [85].
Positron emission tomography
To continue with active-probing-based utilities that are not related to network computers, we
mention the well-known positron emission tomography used in medicine [86]. This is also a
measurement that involves an active component: A scanner measures the gamma rays emitted
by positron-emitting radionuclide introduced into the body.
Summary
Our work has been inspired by the applications presented in this chapter. Active probing appli-
cations have already been used with much success. If we look at the network characterization,
which is a closer example to our system, evidence is found of interesting highlights to consider
for our work. The RIPE Atlas probing, for example, is an invasive measuring system, where
the user accepts to share a part of the Internet bandwidth at home for active probing. The
probes, however, are lightweight and the overhead virtually does not affect the normal usage
of an Internet connection. According to their documentation, the overhead of an IPv4-only
probe is approximately 4 Kbit/s [81]. About 7000 probes are connected at the present time.
We take this example as a case of a rather successful active probing measurement. With our
active probing IDS we aim to build a system that has similar requirements. It should perform
active probing and it should be lightweight in terms of network overhead, while detecting
attacks correctly.
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4.4 goals and metrics
In this section we detail the goals of an active-probing-based network intrusion detection
system. We first define the goals as they are defined in the literature for classical IDSes,
especially in the work of Debar et al. in [69], and we will later complement these definitions by
bringing the active-probing technique into the field. In addition, we define the metrics that we
later systematically employ for the evaluation of this work throughout the different chapters.
4.4.1 Effectiveness and efficiency
We follow the definitions of Mishra et al. in [12]. “Effectiveness is how to make the intrusion
detection system classify malign and benign activity correctly. Efficiency is how to run the intrusion
detection system in the most cost-effective manner as possible” [12]. We define cost as the network
overhead dedicated to intrusion detection. “These two key requirements that any IDS must fulfill
in essence suggest that an IDS should detect a substantial percentage of intrusions into the supervised
system, while keeping the false alarm rate at an acceptable level at a lower cost” [12].
Measurement metrics
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the effectiveness of our proposed intrusion detection system. We
employ metrics such as false positive rate and detection rate. The efficiency will be indirectly
measured throughout the chapters. We will measure the network overhead introduced by our
AP-NIDS and discuss why it is efficient.
4.4.2 High accuracy
“Inaccuracy occurs when an intrusion detection system flags as anomalous or intrusive a legitimate action
in the environment” [69]. This definition is orthogonal to the audit method employed, which
means that there is no difference whether or not an active-probing technique is employed.
According to this definition, for achieving high accuracy, the AP-NIDS should ideally flag as
few legitimate actions as intrusive as possible.
Measurement metric
We employ again the false positive rate. It is a direct indicator of the accuracy of an IDS. In
this work, the false positive rate is defined as the rate of attacks reported by the AP-NIDS
when the target nodes are not launching attacks.
4.4.3 High performance
“The performance of an intrusion detection system is the rate at which audit events are processed.
If the performance of the intrusion-detection system is poor, then real-time detection is not possible”
[69]. There is a discrepancy here with respect to active-probing-based IDSes. Given that
an AP-NIDS needs to inject traffic into the network to generate the audit events, which by
design requires much more time than simply monitoring a body of data, an AP-NIDS would
not be able to do a continuous real-time detection in the sense a traditional IDS does. The
performance of an AP-NIDS can be evaluated as the rate at which audit events are generated
and processed, and it cannot be compared to traditional IDSes where audits events are only
processed. For achieving high performance, the AP-NIDS needs to achieve low detection times
per target node.
Measurement metrics
We will employ the detection time, total and per node, as a metric for evaluating the performance
of an AP-NIDS.
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Figure 6: Conceptual depiction of the overhead in active-probing-based intrusion detection.
4.4.4 Completeness
“Incompleteness occurs when the intrusion detection system fails to detect an attack. This measure is
much more difficult to evaluate than the others, because it is impossible to have a global knowledge about
attacks or abuses of privileges” [69]. This definition is also valid for active-probing-based IDSes.
Measurement metric
The completeness can be directly evaluated by measuring the detection rate, i.e. the rate of
attacks successfully reported by the IDS. A second metric we will employ is the false negative
rate, which is the rate of attacks not detected as attacks.
4.4.5 Fault tolerance
“An intrusion detection system should itself be resistant to attacks, particularly denial of service, and
should be designed with this goal in mind. This is particularly important because most intrusion
detection systems run on top of commercially available operating systems or hardware, which are known
to be vulnerable to attacks” [69]. There are two aspects to be considered with respect to achieving
fault tolerance in active-probing-based network IDSes, particularly for WMNs. On the one
hand, given that the detection software is not deployed on the node being monitored but on a
separate node running as “intrusion detection node”, the administrator of the AP-NIDS has
total control over the software and hardware of the IDS node. In this case, the IDS node can be
protected against diverse threats and this is inherent to the AP-NIDS software. On the other
hand, an IDS node is exposed to threats coming from third nodes, i.e. neighboring nodes, and
the IDS node should be able to detect them. For example, malicious nodes can be aware of
the presence of an IDS node and stop their malicious activity when they detect that the IDS
node is approaching, then continue with the malicious activity when the IDS node is out of
the transmission range of them. Throughout the chapters, we refer to fault tolerance when
presenting the design or configuration of a particular aspect of the intrusion detection, for
example, the creation of testing packets and their selection. We provide notes and show the
importance of having the fault tolerance concept in mind when setting up the IDS. We will
not explicitly evaluate the fault tolerance, though.
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4.4.6 Low overhead
Traditional IDSes introduce overhead on the resources, typically CPU usage and memory
consumption, of the system that they are monitoring. Active-probing-based IDSes also
introduce overhead on the physical resources of the IDS nodes where they are deployed.
However, if these IDS nodes are only used for intrusion detection, it is valid to consider the
software and the hardware of the IDS node as one block, where the physical resources can
be fully available to the IDS software. In this case, physical overhead on the IDS node loses
importance. The most important overhead introduced by an AP-NIDS is the network overhead.
We already discussed the network overhead in relation to the efficiency in Section 4.4.1. Given
the fact that the active-probing technique injects packets into the network, these extra packets
are considered as extra network overhead. This concept is depicted in Fig. 6.
Measurement metric
In the different chapters of this dissertation, we will measure both the overhead on the IDS
node and the network overhead. For measuring the overhead on the node, we use standard
metrics such as CPU consumption, memory usage, etc. For measuring the network overhead,
we take the number of packets/bytes injected, absolutely and per unit time.
4.5 selection of the target node
The target node or system to be monitored is completely different in active-probing intrusion
detection vs. traditional intrusion detection. In active probing the target node is a different
node from the IDS node, one hop away from it, which is seen by the AP-NIDS as a blackbox:
A blackbox that receives some input and produces some output. The AP-NIDS is free to test
any of the nodes of the network it is protecting. Here, there are almost no restrictions on the
quantity or type of nodes to target. For example, an AP-NIDS can be configured to always test
some given nodes, but can also be configured to test all the nodes of the network, especially if
the AP-NIDS is mounted on a mobile platform. The nodes of the network can be targeted
sequentially or randomly, or following a user-defined rule.
Regarding the restrictions on selecting the target node, the quality of the wireless channel
to a node is the most problematic. The poor signal level of a neighboring node can cause
an increase in false positives returned by the AP-NIDS, for example, by interpreting the lost
packets as an intentional dropping of packets. This can be easily prevented if the IDS node
replicates the testing packets transmitted and also if it only analyzes those nodes that have a
signal level over a certain threshold. In the following chapters we will show that this threshold
can be measured and we will observe what happens if it is correctly configured.
4.5.1 Hiding the AP-NIDS
Of course, the selection of the target node is related to the stealthiness of the AP-NIDS that we
want to achieve. For example, advanced attackers might detect the presence of a mobile IDS
node if it always chooses the nodes in a same order, and if it always follows the same moving
and testing patterns. Some practical tips on making the presence of the IDS as stealth as
possible might include keeping the links updated exactly in the manner a normal node does,
changing the MAC address periodically but with the same rate nodes coming in and out of
the network. Alternatively, target nodes can be selected randomly after all nodes are checked.
The transmitted testing packets should be modeled after other packets in the network. They
should not violate the routing protocols employed. The goal of this dissertation is to introduce
the novel concept of active probing for intrusion detection and to show that it works. An
in-depth practical analysis on hiding the IDS node and best techniques is out of the scope of
this dissertation and will be left as future work.
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Figure 7: Layout of a testing packet for the IEEE 802.11s mesh standard. The format of the frame
corresponds to the MAC protocol. Each field is filled by the IDS as required by the packet
structure.
4.6 the testing packets
The testing packets are one of the key components of an AP-NIDS. The testing packets are
responsible for creating a reaction on the target node that is analyzed afterward.
4.6.1 Structure (composition)
In principle, a testing packet2 is a group of bytes injected into the network by the AP-NIDS.
The structure and content of a testing packet is, technically, not conditioned. In most cases,
given that the active-probing-based attack detection is performed by examining the reaction of
the target node to the testing packets, these should be crafted in a way that, in case of attack,
the malicious node produces (or not) a certain expected output (network traffic). For example,
if the AP-NIDS wants to examine if the target node drops UDP packets with a certain port
number, the testing packets it transmits are UDP with that specific port number.
Example of a testing packet
In case of an IEEE 802.11s network, the testing packets are frames whose layout complies
with this standard. For example, Fig. 7 depicts the layout of a testing packet for an IEEE
802.11s network. For the implementation of the AP-NIDS that we use for the evaluation of
this dissertation (details provided in a later section), we employ a modular structure: The
testing packets are defined according to the protocols employed, and each field (the so-called
properties in Fig. 7) of the protocol can be filled according to the detection rules. The detection
rules are generated by the user of the AP-NIDS according to the attacks targeted.
4.6.2 Testing packet selection
There are many different testing packets that can be created for detecting different attacks.
Detecting a particular attack might also need the transmission of testing packets with different
morphology. For this reason, in our deployed AP-NIDS, we define the testing packets within
the context of a probe (see Fig. 4). The AP-NIDS only selects which probe to run, and the
2 Note that in this dissertation we will refer to the term “testing packets” generically, even when for the concrete
example of IEEE 802.11s networks, these are technically named frames instead of packets. We prefer to use the term
testing packets for simplicity and homogeneity along other routing protocols.
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testing packets defined in the probe are transmitted. For example, for detecting the dropping
of TCP packets, we do not only transmit packets with TCP data, but a Path Request (PREQ)
as well.
4.6.3 Expected reaction
The reaction of the target node to the transmitted testing packets is essentially the working
principle of the active-probing-based intrusion detection technique and part of our innovation.
We create the testing packets in a way that they originate an action on the target node that can
be correlated to specific malicious behavior. For example, if we want to detect the black hole
attack, sending a PREQ will result in the target node answering with a Path Response (PREP)
packet claiming to have the best route to the desired destination.
4.6.4 Loss of testing packets and other undesired effects
The testing packets should be successfully delivered, received, and processed by the target
node. From a design perspective, there are effects that are undesired, but not unexpected. We
cannot predict when the loss of a testing packet will occur, but we expect this to happen under
certain conditions. For example, harsh links can cause packet loss, or high network traffic
can cause congestion. The study of the effects than can bring an AP-NIDS to fail in detecting
attacks and their minimization is of high importance. We study these effects in Chapter 5 of
this dissertation.
4.7 the attack detection
The detection of attacks with active probing is conceptually based on an action—expected
reaction philosophy. In IDS terms, it corresponds to a mixture of specification-based and
knowledge-based detection model (see definitions in Section 2.3.1, page 14). If we want to
detect attack x by means of active probing, we perform an action to detect it, i.e. transmitting a
testing packet to the target node. The AP-NIDS knows beforehand that for a positive diagnosis
of x, reaction y is expected at the target node. The reaction we refer to can be any kind
traffic, or absence of traffic, produced by the target node as a consequence of x. The AP-NIDS
listens to the wireless medium, gathers all the traffic produced by the target node and by any
other node within its coverage area, and analyzes the traffic afterwards. The active-probing
setting is vulnerable to detection errors if the active procedure fails. For example, if the testing
packet sent is lost due to physical reasons, the target node will not react anymore. Part of this
dissertation addresses the prevention of this kind of failure. An AP-NIDS can be designed
to detect many attacks. We do not expect it to test the target node for all possible known
attacks. The AP-NIDS can be able to correlate the reaction y to attacks other than x. Part of
this dissertation aims at providing the AP-NIDS with a statistical model for probe selection
and attack correlation.
In this dissertation we present the idea, design, and evaluation of an active-probing-based
intrusion detection system. The convenience of using an active-probing technique in a practical
setting will depend on many factors, such as the attacks aimed to be detected, the speed of
detection, the type of network. For example, an AP-NIDS can be employed only for detecting
complex attacks, with periodical analyses, while conventional IDSes can still be deployed for
fast detection of other attacks.
4.8 architecture of our implemented ap-nids : dogoids
For the evaluation of this dissertation, we designed and implemented an open-source AP-
NIDS. We designed an architecture, shown in Fig. 8. Our AP-NIDS is called DogoIDS, we
implemented it in Python, and the source code and its documentation is available online
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Figure 8: Overview of the architecture of DogoIDS.
at http://sourceforge.net/projects/dogoids. In this section, we briefly describe our
architecture. We highlight that the analysis of this dissertation is general. However, for
evaluating and for providing the research community with a practical AP-NIDS, we implement
DogoIDS with the described architecture. Of course, the active-probing-technique is not limited
to DogoIDS and can be implemented in any other system with a different architecture.
4.8.1 The active-probing engine
The Active-Probing Engine (APE) manages the active-probing analysis, interprets the rules,
and handles the testing packets. The rules describe the steps involved in detecting a certain
attack, including the testing packets used. The so-called protocol definitions define a default
structure and default contents for the different protocols employed. Examples of protocol
definitions include IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.11s, Ethernet, IPv4, LLC, TCP, UDP, ARP and DNS.
When DogoIDS users aim to create a rule that uses testing packets with TCP data, they can call
the protocol definitions and have a template that can be modified as needed. After the process
of actively transmitting testing packets and information gathering, the APE performs a set of
tests to the data gathered. The tests are composed of internal functions and they outcome is
compared to patterns. The aim of these tests is not to detect an attack directly, but to analyze
the reaction of the target node. The results of the tests at the end of the active-probing analysis
are combined in an inference engine and used to infer an attack. An example of a test is to
check if the testing packets were forwarded by the target node or not. All the files needed to
configure DogoIDS are XML files.
4.8.2 The inference engine
The Inference Engine (IE) is a temporal-selective Bayesian classifier that infers the state of
a network node under test. It allows classifying if a node is misbehaving or not, based on
the outcome of the probes executed by the APE. After each probe is executed, its results are
injected in the IE. The Inference Engine features a recursive probe selection scheme that tells
the APE which probe should be executed next. It is based on the current posterior of the
Bayes classifier and a prediction step. The engine facilitates reducing the number of active
probes while maximizing the insights gained by the set of probes executed. The probabilities
involved are handled by a user-defined Conditional Probability Table (CPT). As this is a key
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Figure 9: Conceptual description of the cycle detection error.
component of our active-probing-based network intrusion detection, we study it in detail in
Chapter 6 of this dissertation.
4.8.3 Communication layer
The Communication Layer of DogoIDS handles the wireless communication between the
AP-NIDS and the target node. It also enables gathering the network traffic present during or
after the transmission of testing packets.
4.8.4 Extensions: sensors
The IE of the AP-NIDS can also be fed with external information. Note that this is not necessary,
but a possible feature. The information can include, for example, different measurements
provided from sensors deployed throughout the network. It can also be detection information
from other IDS nodes. We will discuss this aspect in Chapter 8.
4.8.5 Output
DogoIDS provides the user with several sources of data. The active-probing process is detailed
in the console as well as in log files. When an attack is detected, alarm files are generated
and stored. What to do with the alarms is out of the scope of an intrusion detection system,
and out of the scope of this dissertation. The alarms can be, for example, taken by an
intrusion prevention system which takes a reactive action against the intruder. Alternatively,
an administrator could be notified.
4.9 issues of the active-probing intrusion detection
Up to this point, we have presented our idea and its benefits, as a solution to the problems of
intrusion detection in wireless multihop networks. In this section, we also aim at identifying
some of the notable issues of our proposed active-probing technique for intrusion detection.
4.9.1 Cycle detection error
One of the problems associated with actively probing the nodes is that an attack can be
executed from a node currently not covered by the AP-NIDS. If we consider the mobility of
the IDS node, in a network with K number of nodes, after the node nk is actively probed, it is
not going to be probed again until the AP-NIDS has reached its area again and has already
tested the other nodes. Of course, the AP-NIDS can be configured to randomly test nodes
and avoid being predicted by attackers. If the node nk has just been actively probed, and
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Figure 10: Conceptual plot of the relation between the duration of the active probes and the number of
neighboring nodes.
it immediately launches an attack with a duration shorter than τap, this attack will not be
detected by the AP-NIDS. We call the error in the detection introduced by this situation cycle
detection error (ecycle). We denote with τap the time between two active probes addressed to
a same node. This concept is depicted in Fig. 9. Assuming a uniform duration of the active
probing per node τprobe for all nodes, the τapnk for a node nk is defined by:
τapnk = τ
nc
nk
+ (K− 1)τprobe (1)
where τncnk is the uncovered time for the node nk and we will determine its calculation later
in (2).
Countermeasure
Eliminating this error would require letting τap → 0. This would result in continuous active
probing, which in turn would introduce a considerable overhead on the node and on the
network, and could even be seen as a flooding attack caused by the AP-NIDS. In practice, we
cannot fully eliminate this error but we can define an acceptable threshold ξ for τap. This
threshold denotes which is the maximum time allowed for an attack to be launched on the
network without being detected. The threshold will depend on the time needed for each active
probing and the average number of neighboring nodes that the AP-NIDS has at a given time:
ξ 6 τprobeN, where N is the average number of neighboring nodes. Based on the density of
nodes of the network, the network administrator can determine how many neighboring nodes
the AP-NIDS should probe. If the active-probing-based network intrusion detection system
cannot cover all the neighboring nodes without violating the threshold ξ, more IDS nodes have
to be deployed. The randomization of the nodes to be tested is also a valid countermeasure.
4.9.2 Attacks that are launched after a long period of communication
The duration τprobe of the active probing strongly depends on the type of attack to detect
which determines how many testing packets to transmit and how much time is needed to
capture data. If the attacker launches the attack after a certain amount of data are sent to the
node, the AP-NIDS would need to transmit these data and the τprobe would be necessarily
longer. This would provoke that the condition of the threshold ξ might not be satisfied.
Figure 10 conceptually depicts this problem. The figure shows three plots for different values
of the τprobe. They can be interpreted as the duration of the active probing needed for three
different kind of attacks. The line for τprobe1 corresponds to attacks that are quickly detected,
and therefore the IDS can probe a larger number of neighboring node without exceeding
the threshold ξ. At the other extreme, the line for τprobe3 could be the case of an attack
that requires the transmission of a given amount of data before being executed. Hence, the
AP-NIDS can only probe a lower number of neighboring nodes without exceeding ξ.
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Countermeasure
A possible countermeasure to this problem would be the deployment of two (or more) IDS
nodes. One AP-NIDS is set up to probe a larger number of neighboring nodes as possible,
with shorter τprobe. The other AP-NIDS is set up to transmit a large amount of data to each
neighboring node. This last IDS node needs more time to probe the nodes (larger τap), but
it can still detect this particular attack behavior. Clearly, in this case the network overhead
introduced by the AP-NIDS is high. However, we can dramatically reduce it if we set up the
second IDS node not to transmit testing packets with data but to transmit real packets of
the network (the AP-NIDS is still a network node and it should forward packets when it is
needed). If necessary, after the AP-NIDS forwards a given number of real data, it can send
the testing packets with data crafted to detect the attacks. The network has a faster AP-NIDS
aimed to detect a wide range of attacks, and in addition an AP-NIDS which is slower in
detection time but efficient for some particular attacks. The administrator should consider the
trade-off between detection time and network overhead introduced by the IDS nodes.
The active-probing technique requires a different approach for the setup of the intrusion detection
systems. We have not covered (and cannot) all the possible issues related to the active probing. However,
the problems mentioned are examples of how these potential drawbacks can be easily avoided if the
AP-NIDS is correctly configured.
4.9.3 Nodes that are not covered in a large area
Given a network which has K nodes, the AP-NIDS will typically not cover the entire area at
once but only a portion of its extension, containing a fraction of the M nodes. Assuming the
AP-NIDS to be mobile, it moves within the area of the network, and at a given time it covers a
different fraction of nodes. If an attack takes place in one of the nodes that is momentarily
not within the coverage area of the AP-NIDS, it cannot be detected. Assuming a uniform
distribution of nodes, the area covers a region Snetwork which is composed of the area Si
of each node. The AP-NIDS has a coverage area SIDS = Si. The time that a node nk is not
covered by the AP-NIDS depends on the extension that the AP-NIDS has to cover and its area
coverage rate (area covered per unit time) λ. This time is denoted by τncnk and given by:
τncnk =
Snetwork − Si
λ
(2)
Countermeasure
The duration of τncnk influences the duration of the active probing to the same node (τ
ap).
Hence, the threshold ξ is also valid for this case. If the area is large and contains a high
number of deployed nodes, it might provoke that one AP-NIDS cannot satisfy τap 6 ξ. The
solution is simply to deploy more IDS nodes, which reduces the area that each IDS node needs
to cover.
4.9.4 Moving the AP-NIDS in a static network
Another problem regarding the mobility of the IDS is the problem of deploying a mobile
AP-NIDS on a static (or mostly static) network (e.g., in an industrial control system setting).
In this case, the attacker can advertise the presence of a mobile node and identify which traffic
corresponds to the active probes sent by the AP-NIDS.
Countermeasure
This issue can be easily solved if for this particular scenario the IDS nodes deployed do not
move and they are scattered in order to cover the entire area of the network. This solution
clearly breaks with our idea of letting the AP-NIDS move. However, we show that the
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mobility of the AP-NIDS is beneficial for an active-probing-based IDS, and if rather particular
deployments exist where the mobility is not possible, the active-probing technique can still be
used with the higher cost of deploying more IDS nodes.
4.10 summary
In this chapter, we introduced our active-probing technique for intrusion detection in wireless
multihop networks. The concept and design has been established. We have shown that our
solution for intrusion detection can be to launch from a single node dedicated to intrusion
detection. This concept frees us from the need to deploy IDS sensors on every node of the
network, eliminating the burden of the overhead on them and saving deployment troubles. We
showed that the key point of our intrusion detection is that it actively transmits testing packets
to its neighboring nodes. In the next chapter, we will cover the testing packet transmission
and correct parametrization of the AP-NIDS for reducing detection time and detection errors.
We have also introduced the architecture of the proof-of-concept AP-NIDS, DogoIDS, that
we employ for the evaluation of this dissertation. The architecture of DogoIDS helps to
understand how the experiments of the rest of the dissertation have been produced. In
addition, the active-probing technique we propose is theoretically general, though, DogoIDS
and its architecture materialize the active-probing intrusion detection and present us with
practical challenges that need to be tackled. For example, in the following chapters we show
that a statistical method for probe selection and attack inference helps in reducing the amount
of probes executed.

5O N T H E PA R A M E T R I Z AT I O N O F A N A P - N I D S
The important thing in science is not so
much to obtain new facts as to discover
new ways of thinking about them.
William Bragg
In this chapter, we study the interaction between an AP-NIDS with the target node. We
identify critical parameters and we adjust them empirically.
5.1 introduction
Given that there must be an interaction between an AP-NIDS and its target node through
testing packets, it is important to ensure that the testing packets are successfully delivered,
received, and processed by the target node. The packets generated by the target node after
active probing should also be received and processed by the AP-NIDS. The correct operation
of the active probing mechanism has to be ensured even under adverse channel conditions
and in case of congested nodes, which could easily lead to false detections.
The general goal of this chapter is to understand the interrelationship of an active-probing-
based IDS with real WMNs. The objectives of this chapter in particular are, first, to understand
which parts of the interaction AP-NIDS–target node are critical. Second, the chapter aims to
identify the causes that can provoke an undesirable interaction AP-NIDS–target node. Finally,
we analyze the parameters of an AP-NIDS that can be properly set in order to avoid an
undesirable interaction [87].
The testing packets use the same network (same protocols/functions) as the nodes to test
and therefore the AP-NIDS has to ensure that the network works, or at least the underlying
networking. It is obvious that if the AP-NIDS want to test attacks that run on the network
layer (i.e. dropping of UDP packets), the physical and data link layers of the target node
should work properly. The parameters that we discuss in this chapter aim to guarantee that
the underlying layers work correctly.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we start by briefly explaining the
interaction between the IDS node and the target node. In Section 5.3 we identify the important
parameters that have to be adjusted in our system. We explain why these parameters are
important and how we adjust them. In Section 5.4 we describe the experiments that we
perform for adjusting the different parameters, and later describe and discuss the results
obtained in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 overview of the interaction ap-nids–target node
We briefly describe the interaction between the AP-NIDS and the target node. There is no
fixed rule about how the testing packets should be composed and their behavior, but we
provide two generic approaches. In the example of detecting the dropping of packets attack
type, the procedure is to transmit testing packets to the target node and observe if they are
dropped. The principle is easy. In practice, the testing packets need to be addressed to a third
node, in other words, the final destination (AP-NIDS transmits them to the target node and
the target node forwards them to the final destination). The third node can be, for example,
another node of the network which is a neighbor of the target node. In a different setting,
if we want to be sure that the third node is a neighbor of the target node, we can build the
AP-NIDS with two network interfaces. One is then used to transmit the testing packets and
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Figure 11: Possible configurations for the testing packet transmission.
the second one takes the role of the final destination. In more complex configurations, a third
node can be another AP-NIDS node, but this is not a requirement. Both scenarios are depicted
in Fig. 11. We identify two important issues of the packet transmission that can have a critical
influence on the active probing intrusion detection: the physical packet loss and the packet
loss due to congestion (or other reasons). In order to minimize them as much as possible,
we identify three parameters that can be set: the threshold for the signal level to the target
node, the repetition/replication of testing packets, and the time interval between repetitions
of testing packets. We describe them in more detail in the following.
5.3 parametrization of the active probing
In this section, we identify and describe the most important parameters to adjust in active
probing.
5.3.1 Threshold for the signal level
On the physical layer, we employ the wireless medium for communicating with the target
nodes, and the wireless medium is sensitive to physical effects such as noise, fading, etc. The
testing packets that the AP-NIDS sends in order to test the working state of the target nodes
should always arrive to them. If they are lost because of a harsh channel, the AP-NIDS would
misinterpret that loss as an intentional packet dropping. For this reason, we consider that
the AP-NIDS should perform active probing only if the link between the AP-NIDS and the
target node is good enough. Selecting good links is not a limitation. WMNs are dynamic and
their participating nodes move in and out of the transmission range of the intrusion detection
system. For this reason, it is not a problem to focus on those nodes that are close enough. In
addition, if the AP-NIDS is mounted on a mobile platform, it will cover the complete network
at some point in time, making it easier to get close enough to the nodes and get good links.
We recall that our focus is not on the physical layer, and we do not cover attacks that target
the physical layer. The goal of measuring the quality of the link between the AP-NIDS node
and the target node is only for an effort to guarantee that the packet delivery succeeds, and
test the upper layers. We will set a threshold for the signal level by performing attack detection
against nodes with different signal levels.
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(blocking probability PB)
Testing packet in queue
Figure 12: Representation of the queueing system of a target node and the full queue problem.
5.3.2 Repetitions of testing packets
In theory, a node in a wireless multihop network is a queuing system with a finite buffer. The
AP-NIDS cannot know how the queuing system of the target node internally works, since the
target node is a black box which is measured from the outside. For this reason, and for the
sake of simplicity, we model a network node as a M/M/1/K queuing system as depicted in
Fig. 12 [88]. We assume a FIFO queuing. K is the capacity of the target node, i.e. the maximum
number of packets in the target node (queue plus processing) including the one under service.
Let λ be the traffic arrival rate, which represents the incoming packets into the target
node from all independent sources, including the testing packets (λIDS), in other words
λ = λIDS + λ¬IDS. All these random variables are independent of each other. µ is the
processing or service rate, i.e. packets per unit time that have been processed and have left
the system. N(t) is the number of packets in the queue at the time t, and W the average time
a packet spends in the queuing system (including time in the queue and processing time).
ρ = λ/µ represents the fraction of time the system is working (processing packets). Given that
the buffer is finite with capacity K, the equilibrium condition is given when:
ρ =
λ
µ
< 1, (3)
in other words, the processing rate should be faster than the packet incoming rate. In a
practical WMN this condition does not always occur. A congested node is not desirable,
however when this is the case and the queue of a node is full, incoming packets are discarded
until the queue is free again. Here resides the problem regarding active probing. If at the
moment of transmitting a testing packet, the queue of the target node is full, the testing packet
will be dropped by the target node. This is a very unfavorable situation since it might lead the
AP-NIDS to believe that the packet drop is due to malicious activity instead of a full queue,
and this will, consequently, increase the false positive rate. The probability that an arriving
packet (any packet) find the target node full (K packets in it) is the well-known blocking
probability PB [88], denoted as:
PB(K, ρ) =
ρK(1− ρ)
1− ρK+1
(4)
However, calculating the blocking probability is not a practical solution as all the internal
parameters (queuing model, K, µ) of the target node are unknown. The only adjustable
parameter from the AP-NIDS is the number and rate of transmitted testing packets. Hence, a
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Figure 13: Loss probability as a function of j redundant packets (from [90], p. 506, Fig. 4). In this
example, adding four redundant packets decreases the loss probability more than adding up
to three. Exceeding four causes the loss probability to increase.
practical solution to reduce the packet loss, or at least, to guarantee that some of the testing
packets are processed by the target node is redundancy of testing packets. The effects of
adding redundancy to a M/M/1/K queue in order to reduce loss probabilities has already
been analytically covered by Altman and Jean-Marie in [89] and Ait-Hellal et al. in [90].
In [90] the authors formally demonstrate that adding j redundant packets to a group of n
consecutive packets transmitted from a given source S decreases the loss probability. They
define PSρ(> j,n+ j) as the probability of no more than j losses in a group of n+ j packets. If
at least n packets of the group arrive to the destination, then the packet can be reconstructed
(no loss). We will not cover the formal demonstration of this analysis since it can be directly
found in [90]. However, it is in our interest to cite the conclusions they obtained, since they
are applicable to our work. First, they demonstrated that adding redundancy does decrease
the loss probability. And secondly, they showed that adding redundancy does not linearly
decrease the loss probability, but it increases it if the number of redundant packets is greater
than a certain value. Figure 13 demonstrates this phenomenon.
The goal of our measurements is to experimentally show that the increasing repetition of
testing packets up to some point helps reduce the packet loss, and therefore, improve the
detection quality.
5.3.3 Interval between repetitions
If the queues of the neighboring nodes are full, flooding them with repetitions of testing
packets increases the congestion and network overhead. However, choosing long time intervals
between repetitions delays the overall detection time per node. We study the trade-offs of
increasing and decreasing this interval, and we present the results in Section 5.5.3.
5.4 experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments performed for this chapter. We used an indoor
wireless mesh testbed composed of 16 fixed nodes and 2 netbooks running the AP-NIDS. The
configuration of two interfaces for an AP-NIDS was used (refer to Section 5.2). We performed
the experiments with varying background traffic. We used transmit UDP traffic between the
target node and a neighboring node with the following values: 0 Mbit/s (0%), 6.25 Mbit/s
(25%), 12.5 Mbit/s (50%), 18.75 Mbit/s (75%), 25 Mbit/s (100%). The last value represents
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Table 3: Kernel module ieee80211 debugging information
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the maximum achievable throughput that we obtained in our network (100%). We used UDP
instead of TCP to achieve a higher throughput. The technical details and complete description
of the testbed is detailed in Section A.2 of the Appendix on page 108.
5.4.1 Threshold for the signal level
In this experiment, we want to identify the minimum signal level of the target node that
guarantees minimal packet loss. We directly measure the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) of the target node when performing active probing. We show and discuss the results in
Section 5.5.1.
5.4.2 Repetition of testing packets
In our particular experiments we work with the IEEE 802.11s mesh standard. We set DogoIDS
to transmit a PREQ before sending the testing packets. The target node receives the PREQ and
builds the path to the final destination by forwarding the PREQ to its neighbors and waiting
for a PREP. We present the results of this analysis in Section 5.5.2.
Inspecting the debugging information of the kernel module ieee80211 (see Table 3) we
note that for the time DogoIDS reported an attack (a false positive in this case), the counter
dropping_frames_ no_route was increased. The counter did not increase when DogoIDS did
not report an attack, leading us to conclude that the target node received the testing packets,
but did not find a path to their destination. The reason is that the PREQ sent at the beginning
of the analysis was not received by the target node, and therefore a route to the destination
node was not created. The peer links are stable and never changed during the complete
experiment (this is easy to determine by examining variations in the estab_plinks counter
over time.)
A solution to the problem of loss of control packets is to replicate the control packets. We
examined two alternatives. The first case was to transmit a control packet, in our case a PREQ,
per testing packet. The second and better alternative was to replicate the PREQ before the
transmission of the testing packets, for example, two times. The latter case is better because
we did not transmit too many control packets. We have to experimentally determine which
alternative is better, or in other words, if the second alternative is sufficient.
We performed our experiments with three different configurations: 1 PREQ before the
transmission of testing packets (1 PREQ for n repetitions); 1 PREQ per repetition testing
packet (n PREQ for n repetitions); and 2 PREQs before the transmission of testing packets (2
PREQs for n repetitions). We do not lose generality with our configuration: The repetition
of testing packets is inherent to the employed routing protocol, as well the repetition of
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Figure 14: Study of the effects of the received signal level.
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Figure 15: False positive rate for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ per analysis
transmitted.
control packets. The control packets per se are, of course, protocol-specific. We performed our
experiments for different background traffic levels.
5.5 results
5.5.1 Threshold of the signal level
Figure 14 shows the distribution of false positives for different values of the signal level. Nodes
with a signal level below ≈ -70 dBm show a significant increase in false positives. Therefore,
we do not recommend analyzing nodes under -70 dBm. Of course, this will depend on the
device and deployment. It is critical, though, that an AP-NIDS is calibrated with respect to
basic wireless parameters.
5.5.2 Repetition of testing packets
Figures 15, 16, and 17 show the false positive rate when transmitting 1 PREQ at the beginning
of each analysis, 1 PREQ per testing packet transmitted, and 2 PREQs at the beginning of each
analysis respectively. In all cases the trend is to have a lower False Positive Rate (FPR) when
increasing the replication of testing packets.
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Figure 16: False positive rate for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ per testing packet
transmitted.
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Figure 17: Duration for different repetitions of testing packets with 2 PREQs per analysis transmitted.
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Figure 18: Explanation of the false positives obtained by transmitting 1 PREQ.
Transmitting 1 PREQ before the testing packets
Transmitting 1 PREQ per analysis yielded higher false positive rates for every number of
repetitions of testing packets and background traffic. We analyzed the captured tcpdump traces
of 1250 analyses (first replication of each experiment) and observed that 88.06% of the failed
probes (false positives), failed because of a routing problem. The target node generated a Path
Error (PERR) message because of a missing route to the final destination. The rest of the failed
probes (11.94%) failed because DogoIDS did not recognize the testing packets, even though
they were correctly forwarded by the target node. The reason lies in an implementation bug
while reading the captured traces. Interestingly, this phenomenon only occurred when we
transmitted only one testing packet because it is unlikely that an implementation bug takes
place twice or more times for the same trace if several testing packets are present. These
results are shown in Fig. 19.
The reason for the missing routing paths is simple: if the PREQ is lost at the beginning,
it does not matter how many repetitions of testing packets are sent afterward, they will be
discarded because of a missing path. We illustrate this effect in Fig. 18. Figure 18b is a
representation of the packets exchanged during one of our experiments. The experiment was
set to transmit 1 PREQ and then 5 replications of testing packets. In this example, the PREQ
was received by the target node and forwarded (broadcast). The destination node did not
Only observed when using 
one testing packet 
but not recognized by DogoIDS
Figure 19: Cause of failure (false positives) for 1250 analyses.
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answer with a PREP, and the target node did not build a path. The incoming testing packets
did not have a path to the destination node, and the target node generated a PERR message
per testing packet. Figure 18a shows an example where the PREQs and PREPs are present,
and the testing packets are forwarded by the target node as expected.
Why a “false positive”?
For the experiments in this chapter, we set DogoIDS to test the target node against the dropping
of UDP packets. The test is simple: DogoIDS transmits a set of testing packets containing a
UDP packet with random ports. The target node is expected to forward these UDP packets to
their destination (our second interface). We want to detect a complete dropping of UDP packets.
If at least one replication of testing packets is correctly forwarded, the analysis succeeds. If not,
an alarm is triggered (dropping of UDP packets). The destination node is two hops away from
DogoIDS, i.e. through the target node DogoIDS ↔ Target Node ↔ Destination node. The
target node does not have a permanent route to the destination node. For this reason, the path
discovery mechanism should be invoked before transmitting the testing packets. DogoIDS
sends a PREQ message to the target node, asking for the best route to the destination node.
The target node and the destination node exchange path messages, and DogoIDS sends the
testing packets.
However, for these experiments, DogoIDS is not configured to overhear the path discovery
process, and not to detect the path error messages either. For the sake of ease of implementation
of our proof-of-concept, DogoIDS transmits a PREQ and the testing packets a short time
afterward. If the path discovery process fails, DogoIDS does not note it, and triggers an alarm
because the testing packets were not forwarded. This situation is a false positive from the IDS
perspective, because DogoIDS was not configured to differentiate between dropped packets
because of a legitimate attack, or dropped packets because of a failed path discovery process.
To improve this situation, we have two choices: a) we let DogoIDS be able to send testing
packets after receiving confirmation from the path discovery process; or at least, we let it
identify the path error messages generated by the target node; b) we send replications of path
request messages in the hope that at least one will succeed. We chose the second option.
Transmitting 2 PREQs before the testing packets
We configured DogoIDS to send 2 PREQs at the beginning of each analysis and we repeated the
experiments. The results of the false positive rate are shown in Fig. 17. The results improved
significantly. When DogoIDS transmits only one testing packet, the FPR is comparatively
similar to transmitting one PREQ. When sending one PREQ and one testing packet, the alarm
can be triggered because either the PREQ was lost, or the testing packet was lost. If we send
two PREQs, but one testing packet, is less probable that both PREQs are lost, however, the
testing packet can be lost.
Transmitting 1 PREQ per (repetition of) testing packet
In order to examine how the loss of a PREQ affects packet forwarding on the target node, we
set the AP-NIDS to transmit a PREQ with and before every repetition of testing packets sent.
For example, if 5 repetitions of testing packets are sent, 5 PREQs are too. The false positive
rates are depicted in Fig. 16. As it was to be expected, the FPR is lower than only transmitting
one or two PREQs. With 5 repetitions of testing packets, we obtained zero false positives. The
analysis duration is higher, because more packets are sent from the AP-NIDS (n repetitions
of testing packets + n PREQ). Despite the lower false positives of this setup, transmitting a
PREQ with every repetition of testing packets has some disadvantages. First, sending so many
PREQs is a behavior pattern and the AP-NIDS could be unveiled by an attacker. Secondly, it
increases the network overhead, even when it is minimal. Thirdly, it increases the duration of
the analysis. We conclude that the obtained precision with the simple strategy of transmitting
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Figure 20: Duration for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ per analysis transmitted.
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Figure 21: Duration for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ per testing packet transmitted.
2 PREQs before the testing packets is sufficient. Alternatively, the full 802.11s control message
handling could be implemented to address the observed problem actively.
Effects of background traffic
Background traffic increases congestion at the target node and, consequently, increases packet
loss. For example, as it can be observed in Figures 15, 16, and 17, when transmitting only one
testing packet with our AP-NIDS, the false positive rate between background traffic present
and no background traffic is around one order of magnitude. The amount of data captured per
analysis is, of course, bigger with the presence of background traffic. We depict the amount of
data captured in Figures 23, 24, and 25. Although more data needs to be processed, it does
not harm the overall analysis duration. For example, the difference between 0 Mbit/s and
25 Mbit/s of background traffic for 5 testing packets (using 2 PREQs) is about 23 ms.
How many repetitions of testing packets are better?
Figure 26 is a four dimensional plot that depicts the effects of the repetitions of testing packets
with different levels of background traffic (using 2 PREQs). The increasing background traffic
does not significantly increase the detection time (vertical axis). However, the increasing
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Figure 22: False positive rate for different repetitions of testing packets with 2 PREQs per analysis
transmitted.
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Figure 23: Average captured bytes per analysis for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ
per analysis transmitted.
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Figure 24: Average captured bytes per analysis for different repetitions of testing packets with 1 PREQ
per testing packet transmitted.
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Figure 25: Average captured bytes per analysis for different repetitions of testing packets with 2 PREQs
per analysis transmitted.
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Figure 26: Average duration and false positive rate for different repetitions of testing packets when
sending 2 PREQs per analysis.
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Figure 27: False positive rate for different intervals between repetitions.
background traffic drastically increases the false positives when the number of testing packets
transmitted is low, namely between 1 and 3. With 4 testing packets, the false positives remain
almost constant, but still higher when background traffic is present. Upwards of 5 testing
packets, the false positives are low, in the 0%-1.3% zone.
The detection time and the false positives are two variables that we want to reduce as much
as possible. After 5 testing packets, the false positive rate does not improve. Sending more
than 5 testing packets is not favorable because it does not decrease the FPR, but increases the
detection time in our setting.
Randomization of PREQ replications of testing packets
Since we are using active probing for security purposes, it is obvious that the intrusion
detection system should remain stealth to the eyes of the attackers. Transmitting replications
of control/testing packets with the same period can attract the attention of an attacker and
unveil the presence of the IDS node. A simple method to avoid detection is to set random
times between the replications of control and testing packets. Of course, these times should be
between certain intervals. These intervals can be obtained from our study later in Section 5.5.3.
The evaluation of the randomization of PREQs is out of the scope of this dissertation and we
leave it for future research.
5.5.3 Interval between testing packets
Figure 27 depicts the FPR as a function of the different repetition of testing packets transmitted
for intervals between repetitions of 100 ms, 300 ms, 500 ms, 1 s, and 2 s. When using low
intervals between repetitions (e.g., 100 ms, 500 ms), we obtain higher false positives than when
using longer values. The reason is the incapacity of the node of processing a congested queue.
The arrival rate of the testing packets is simply higher than the processing rate of the queue
and they are discarded. We can observe that when the target node was not loaded (0 Mbit/s),
the FPR was still low for shorter intervals between repetitions. The first conclusion is that
setting different values for the interval between testing packets presents a minor difference in
the FPR up to a certain threshold, for example, above 500 ms.
In Fig. 28 we depict the average duration of a complete active probing cycle for the different
intervals of repetitions. The average duration, of course, increases with the repetitions of
testing packets. For this reason, setting values too high for the interval between repetitions
makes the active probing process slower. A possible setting for an AP-NIDS in production
could be to use random values for the interval between repetitions, between tmin and tmax.
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Figure 28: Duration for different configurations of interval between repetitions.
For example, if the security policies of the network cannot tolerate an FPR bigger than FPRmax,
we can set the tmin as the lower interval between repetitions that does not yield an FPR higher
than FPRmax.
5.5.4 Overhead
In the world of active-probing-based network intrusion detection, we distinguish two kinds
of overhead. On the one hand, there is the overhead that the IDS node has for running
the AP-NIDS software. This software demands CPU and memory usage. As the AP-NIDS
works as an individual dedicated IDS node, we are free to deploy the AP-NIDS software on a
node with enough resources. For this reason, we minimize the importance of this overhead.
Of course, the hardware requirements should be of “normal” proportions in order to be
cost-effective in real deployments. On the other hand, network overhead is produced by
the injection of testing packets. This overhead is inherent to active-probing-based intrusion
detection systems.
Overhead on the IDS node
In Table 4 we depict the average values of CPU usage and memory load when performing the
experiments with 2 PREQs per testing packet. The CPU usage is not badly affected by the
background traffic, even though the AP-NIDS needs to handle bigger pieces of traffic captured.
The memory consumption was low, around 2% in all cases. DogoIDS, the proof-of-concept
that we built for the evaluation of this dissertation, hardly put a load on the hardware of the
IDS node.
Network overhead
The network overhead is the extra load that is present in the network traffic because of the use
of active probing. In order to depict this extra load, we show in Fig. 29 the relation between
total number of packets and testing packets present in the capture files of DogoIDS. Each
capture file corresponds to one single analysis, and they contain all the traffic present by
the time of the analysis (including control packets, probes, acknowledgments, etc.). Figure
29 shows the number of packets for five different analyses, each one for a different value of
background traffic, and when the AP-NIDS was set to transmit 5 testing packets. When there
is no extra background traffic present, the testing packets (plus 2 PREQs) represents 16.22%
of the total packets. The number of packets that the AP-NIDS sends does not depend on the
background traffic and remain constant. When the background traffic is of 6.25 Mbit/s, the
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Table 4: Average CPU usage and average memory load for DogoIDS for 2 PREQs per analysis
CPU usage
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
1 74.99%± 2.91 74.15%± 4.13 70.65%± 6.94 70.20%± 7.84 69.43%± 7.83
2 75.20%± 3.74 73.53%± 3.17 69.84%± 8.23 70.54%± 7.39 70.81%± 7.56
3 78.13%± 7.45 75.36%± 5.23 73.32%± 7.47 73.53%± 7.23 72.63%± 8.14
4 80.02%± 5.58 77.11%± 4.96 74.50%± 7.95 74.92%± 7.91 74.33%± 8.12
5 82.19%± 5.97 77.64%± 6.67 77.02%± 7.07 76.18%± 8.20 75.77%± 7.62
10 86.80%± 7.45 83.27%± 7.12 82.02%± 8.75 83.57%± 6.61 82.81%± 6.61
Memory load
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
1 2%± 0.07 2%± 0.05 1.99%± 0.08 1.99%± 0.11 1.99%± 0.07
2 1.99%± 0.08 2%± 0.06 1.99%± 0.09 1.98%± 0.10 1.97%± 0.12
3 2%± 0.04 2%± 0.05 1.99%± 0.11 1.98%± 0.11 1.95%± 0.13
4 2%± 0.04 2%± 0.06 1.99%± 0.08 1.96%± 0.12 1.93%± 0.14
5 2%± 0.04 1.99%± 0.08 1.99%± 0.07 1.98%± 0.09 1.91%± 0.14
10 2%± 0.03 1.99%± 0.10 1.95%± 0.13 1.92%± 0.15 1.81%± 0.16
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Figure 29: Comparison between the amount of testing packets vs. the total number of packets present in
the data gathered for one single analysis. The percentage values over the red bars represent
the percentage of testing packets from the total.
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(a) Trace of the traffic gathered by DogoIDS for one single analysis when the background traffic was 25 Mbit/s.
The number of testing packets is not zero but comparatively smaller than the UDP packets and total traffic.
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(b) Trace of the traffic gathered by DogoIDS for one single analysis when no background traffic was present.
Figure 30: Two traces of the traffic gathered for two analyses.
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testing packets (plus a PREQ) represent 0.18% of the total traffic. With maximum background
traffic, 25 Mbit/s, the testing packets are 0.04% of the total traffic.
To demonstrate, we depict the traces of the data gathered for two different analyses.
Figure 30a shows a trace for a background traffic of 25 Mbit/s, and Fig. 30b depicts a trace
when there was no background traffic present. In Fig. 30a, almost half of the traffic can be
attributed to UDP packets, because we transmit UDP packets to generate background traffic.
A very tiny part corresponds to the AP-NIDS testing packets and control packets. We set the
Time To Live (TTL) of the PREQ transmitted from the AP-NIDS to 2, so that they do not unnecessarily
propagate through the network. In Fig. 30b, the testing packets are the only UDP packets present.
The rest of the traffic can be attributed to control traffic.
We argue that the network overhead generated by DogoIDS is not high. Only when there is
no background traffic in the network, the testing packets, of course, represent much more of
the total traffic than with background traffic present. However, in Fig. 26 we show that for no
background traffic, sending only 2 testing packets already throws a low false positive rate. The
AP-NIDS could be configured to be aware of the network traffic and automatically self-adjust
the number of testing packets transmitted. The IDSes in the literature are not mobile, but
deployed on many or all the nodes of the network, and they need to exchange data between
the nodes in order to detect attacks collaboratively. Comparing the traffic injected by our
AP-NIDS and the distributed IDSes of the literature is not entirely fair, because the detection
principle of our AP-NIDS is fundamentally different and must inject traffic in order to unveil
the presence of the attacks.
5.6 summary
In this chapter, we have studied how to control important parameters of the active probing
process and therefore improve the detection quality. One of the most important conclusions ob-
tained is that we should replicate the testing packets transmitted to prevent misinterpretations
due to packet loss. If control packets are involved in the active probing process, they should
be replicated as well. The goal of this chapter was to pragmatically identify the problems
of active probing and propose solutions to minimize them. We aimed to identify the most
general problems or parameters of an active-probing-based IDS. To show them in practice, we
resorted to our specific testbed. Of course, the active probing process is general and can be
implemented in any context (different networks, protocols), therefore the specific adjustment
depends on the context used. For example, in vehicular networks we might increase the
replications more than we did for our experiments in a mesh network. Protocols other than
IEEE 802.11s require different control packets.

6M O D E L I N G P R O B E S E L E C T I O N A N D AT TA C K I N F E R E N C E
Things should be made as simple as
possible — but no simpler.
Albert Einstein
This chapter proposes a Bayes model for attack inference and an algorithm for probe
selection to minimize the number of probes executed.
6.1 introduction
In the previous chapters, we have witnessed how the active probing mechanism transmits
testing packets into a wireless network in order to unveil malicious activity. The testing
packets are transmitted within the context of a probe, and each probe is intended to provide
information about one particular attack (see Fig. 4 in Chapter 4). An active-probing-based IDS
is, consequently, provided with a set of probes large enough to cover the wide spectrum of
existing attacks. A priori, it might be thought that in order to detect a particular attack, the
complete set of probes has to be executed. Executing the complete set is, at the same time, the
easiest way of implementing and designing an AP-NIDS. Nevertheless, this approach yields
some serious disadvantages: it increases the overall duration of the active-probing analysis,
and it increases the network overhead, because more testing packets are transmitted.
Rish et al. proposed a mechanism for probe selection for fault determination in distributed
systems [91, 92]. Their idea is similar conceptually to what we need for AP-NIDS, but it is
meant for determining faults in complete systems, as a result of probing their individual
components (servers). Their components can be in states “up” or “down”, where the state
of a system is inferred from the state of all its components. In an AP-NIDS, however, the
scenario is different. The probings performed are reduced to single individual nodes, where
their state is not only “up” or “down”, but all the different possible attacks. In this work, we
reformulate their approach for being applicable to active probing intrusion detection. Our
approach is, however, valid for other applications where individual nodes have to be probed
against different states, i.e. generally applicable.
In this chapter, we propose a mechanism that frees us of executing the complete set of probes
in order to detect the attacks [93]. In other words, we propose a mechanism to minimize the
set of probes to execute. As we already saw in Fig. 8 in Chapter 4, we designed an “Inference
Engine” module for the architecture of active-probing-based network intrusion detection
systems. In this chapter, we fill this block. We model a temporal-selective Bayesian classifier to
infer the state of a network node under test. This allows us to classify if a node is misbehaving
or not, based on the outcome of a set of active probes. To implement this classifier, we design
a recursive probe selection scheme. It is based on the current posterior of the Bayes classifier
and a prediction step and facilitates reducing the number of active probes while maximizing
the insights gained by the set of probes executed.
This chapter is structured as follows: We start in Section 6.2 by introducing the design of
our temporal-selective Bayesian classifier, including its definitions and mathematical model.
We also introduce our algorithm for probe selection and we present a numerical example. In
Section 6.3 we describe the experiments we performed with our AP-NIDS and its setup, and
we present and discuss the results in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 summarizes and closes
this chapter.
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6.2 temporal-selective bayesian classifier
In this section, we describe the temporal-selective Bayesian classifier to optimize the active
probing process. We first concisely describe the basics of the naive Bayes classifier, which we
then extend to the temporal domain. We further introduce a novel feature selection strategy
for our classifier. To illustrate the intuition behind our approach, we provide a numerical
example afterward.
6.2.1 Definitions
Let N = {ni}Ii=0 be a set of I+ 1 mutually exclusive class labels/hypotheses, which are in
our case the different attacks to be detected by the AP-NIDS. The class label n0 represents
“normal condition” and stands for the detection result “no attack detected”. Let Nx ∈ N be the
discrete state of the target node at position x in the network that is analyzed by the AP-NIDS.
And let Φ = {φj}
J
j=1 be a set of binary features Φ ∈ {true, false}J. In our case, each feature φj
equals the result of a probe j applied to the target node and is designed to detect one specific
attack ni. From now on, we assume there is only one specific probe per attack and a probe
exists for each attack. The probe j corresponds to attack ni if i = j. The different attacks to be
investigated by the AP-NIDS are for example n1 “dropping of ARP packets” or n2 “dropping
of DNS packets”.
6.2.2 Results of the probes
Before continuing with the Bayes classifier, let us clarify the outcome of a probe. For our
Bayesian model, a probe is a black box that transmits some testing packets, it performs some
steps, and it returns a binary value Φ ∈ {true, false}J. In our model, we understand the result
“true” as successful, i.e. the probe detected the attack as it was designed to.
Internally, a probe consists of analyzing the data gathered after transmitting the testing
probes. Based on these data, the internal logic of a probe determines if the probe returns true
or false. There is no restriction on the internal logic of a probe. For exemplary purposes, we
summarize the internal logic used for the concrete case of our AP-NIDS.
We programmed the internal logic of the probes based on tests and attack patterns. The term
test refers to inquiries made to the data gathered after the transmission of the testing packets.
The tests are matched against the data gathered, employing some matching function, and
the results compared to pre-defined knowledge of malicious activity, or attack patterns. The
internal logic of our deployment in simple pseudo code is as depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of the internal logic of the probes in our deployment.
Input: Probe to launch (P)
Output: Outcome of the probe
SendTestingPackets();
Data←− GatherDataFromNetwork();
TestResult←− DoTest(Data,P);
if TestResult==Pattern then
return true;
end
return false;
We show some of the lists of tests employed in our deployment. Please note that the given
lists are not (and cannot be) exhaustive. Examples of the set of tests for the analysis of the
MAC header and the Mesh Control field include:
. Testing packet forwarded?
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. Testing packet payload modified?
. Testing packet reappeared?
. Address 1 modified?
. Address 2 modified?
. Address 3 modified?
. Address 4 modified?
. Address 5 modified?
. Address 6 modified?
. Mesh TTL decreased?
. Mesh Flags changed?
. Mesh Sequence Number modified?
. Mesh Sequence Number increased?
And examples of the set of tests for the analysis of the HWMP elements are:
. Path discovery started?
. PREQs forwarded?
. PREP received?
. PERR received?
. PERR Destination Address forged?
. Element ID modified?
. Hop Count modified?
. Originator MSTA Address forged?
. Mesh Sequence Number modified?
. Target Address crafted?
. Lifetime modified?
. Metric modified?
. Flags field modified?
6.2.3 Bayesian model for attack detection
Our goal is to infer whether the target node is attacked or not and — in case of attack —
which kind of attack has happened. The brute force way of detecting an attack would be to
apply all probes to the target node, look at all the feature vectors and decide for the probe
that answers “true”. This simple method has several problems. First, what to decide if several
probes lead to a positive answer. This usually happens because it is typically not possible to
design probes that lead to an unambiguous classification result. Second, we have to execute
all probes, which causes a large amount of traffic, is computationally expensive, and time
consuming. We propose pursuing a probabilistic detection approach to reduce this overhead.
Now, the AP-NIDS provides conditional probabilities p(φi|Nx) for a specific feature of a
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a) Naive Bayes classifier
φ1 . . . φj . . . φJ
Nx
⇒
b) Temporal-selective Bayes classifier
φ1, φ2, ..., φj , ..., φJ
φk φk+1
Nkx N
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x
Figure 31: a) Graphical model of the naive Bayes classifier and b) the proposed temporal selective Bayes
classifier. Nkx is the state of the target node x and φk is the selected probe at timestep k.
probe φi given a specific attack Nx = ni. This makes it possible to tell how uncertain the
AP-NIDS is for its feature given a specific attack. Here, p(φi|Nx) is a discrete conditional
probability that can be summarized in a CPT with probabilities p(φi = true|Nx = ni) = pti
and p(φi = false|Nx = ni) = pfi for all possible attacks ni ∈ N and binary feature values
φi ∈ {true, false} shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Conditional Probability Table p(φi|Nx)
φi n0 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 ... ni ... nI
true pt0 pt1 pt2 pt3 pt4 pt5 ... pti ... ptI
false pf0 pf1 pf2 pf3 pf4 pf5 ... pfi ... pfI
Each probe results in a certain CPT that has to be learned from data or constructed
empirically. It satisfies p(φi|Nx) > 0 and
∑
φi
p(φi|Nx) = 1. Assuming that the features φi of
the different probes are statistically independent p(Φ|Nx) =
∏
i p(φi|Nx) and introducing a
prior probability p(Nx), we are able to infer the posterior probability p(Nx|φi) for each probe
individually using Bayes’ rule:
p(Nx|φi) ∝ p(φi|Nx)p(Nx) . (5)
Combining all individual features to one common posterior probability, we arrive at the
naive Bayes classifier [94] as depicted in Fig. 31 a):
p(Nx|Φ) ∝ p(Nx)
J∏
j=1
p(φj|Nx) (6)
This classifier fuses all the different information sources Φ, namely the features of the
different probes, to one common output. Which attack n? the AP-NIDS assumes to be correct
can be found by maximizing the posterior:
n? = arg max
i
p(Nx = ni|Φ) . (7)
Using this approach, we are able to express uncertainty about the features and the classifica-
tion result and consider the statistical dependency between attacks. In addition, we are able to
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account for prior knowledge modeled with the prior p(Nx) preferring specific attacks. But
still, all probes have to be taken into account. Therefore, we unroll the naive Bayes classifier
along discrete time and only allow for one probe φk ∈ Φ to be executed at each time step k.
This leads to a first order Markov chain [94] for the state of the target node as depicted in
Fig. 31 b). Hence, the state of the target node Nkx also becomes time dependent and we arrive
at a time dependent posterior
p(Nk+1x |φ
1:k+1) ∝ p(φk+1|Nk+1x )
∑
Nkx
p(Nk+1x |N
k
x)p(N
k
x |φ
1:k)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
p(Nk+1x |φ1:k)
, (8)
whereas φ1:k is the set of all probes φ1:k = (φ1,φ2, ...φk) executed up to time k. This
Markov chain is completely given by the initial prior probability p(N0x), the transition probabil-
ity p(Nk+1x |Nkx) and the observation likelihood p(φk|Nkx) applying one specific probe φk = φi
at each time step k. Assuming the transition probability to be the identity matrix, there is no
uncertainty introduced because of the state transition and for the temporal prior/prediction
it follows p(Nk+1x |φ1:k) =
∑
Nkx
p(Nk+1x |N
k
x)p(N
k
x |φ
1:k). Hence, the Markov chain equals
a stepwise executed naive Bayes classifier. Additional sources of information can easily be
introduced, e.g. knowledge about correlations between attacks that have already been detected
in neighboring nodes and the attack to be detected in the current node. However, up to now,
we do not know which probe φi to execute at which time step k. It thus remains open: how
many probes to execute and in which temporal order to execute them to yield a reliable detection result?
6.2.4 Optimal probe selection
To identify which order of probe execution is most suitable, we define an optimization criterion
that is based on the current posterior and a prediction step. Note that we allow each probe
to be executed only once. This leads to a recursive selection mechanism that is optimal with
respect to the optimization criterion. The criterion has to be evaluated anew at each time step
and results in the next best probe to be executed.
To answer the question on the minimal number of probes to execute, we define a simple
stopping criterion that is based on a threshold on the maximum of the posterior. Once
the maximum posterior probability is higher than the threshold, the AP-NIDS stops probe
execution and provides the final classification result.
More precisely, we define two sets of probes with their elements changing over time. The
first set Γ− := φ1:k is the set of all the probes executed up to timestep k. The second set
Γ+ := Φ− Γ− is the set of the remaining probes that can still be executed in the future.
Our selection mechanism is a two step procedure that is executed each time after a new
posterior has been calculated. First, the current posterior is maximized following Equation 7
nk? = arg max
i
p(Nkx = ni|Γ
−) . (9)
Now, the attack nk? the AP-NIDS assumes to be most probable is time dependent. If this
maximum probability exceeds a given threshold θ at time k
p(Nkx = n
k
? |Γ
−) > θ , ⇒ nfinal = nk? , (10)
the AP-NIDS is certain enough about its classification result, the temporal selective naive
Bayes classifier stops and the final decision is nfinal. If Equation 10 is not fulfilled the AP-NIDS
selects a new probe φk+1 to be launched based on the following optimization criterion:
φk+1 = arg max
j
{p(Nk+1x = n
k
? |Γ
−,φj)}j∈Γ+ (11)
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Algorithm 2: Probe selection and state update algorithm
Input: State Nkx of the target node
Output: Updated state Nk+1x of the target node
Φ←− available set of probes;
Γ− ←− ∅;
while nk? < θ and Γ+ 6= ∅ do
nk? ←− attack to be most probable (Equation 7);
Select φk+1 ∈ Γ+| so that after executed, nk? is still maximum (Equation 11);
Execute φk+1;
Γ− ←− Γ− ∪φk+1;
Update Nk+1x (Equation 8);
end
This criterion analyzes the next possible posterior probabilities
p(Nk+1x = n
k
? |Γ
−,φj) = p(Nk+1x |Γ
−)p(φj|N
k+1
x = n
k
? )
that could happen. Note that we do not depend on the outcome of the probe (true or false).
We loop for the complete set of remaining probes Γ+ and select the one that maximizes the
prediction 11 of the new posterior. This is somehow intuitive, because we seek an affirmation
of the current attack estimate that results in an increase in posterior probability in order to
exceed the threshold in Equation 10. Since the remaining probes are not designed for testing
the current attack estimate, the posterior only increases if the new probe also holds some
information about the current attack (encoded in its CPT), although it favors a different one.
We map the above reasoning into Algorithm 2 and give a numerical example to illustrate
the working of the algorithm.
Selection of the threshold θ
We left the selection of the threshold θ to empirical and/or subjective reasoning of the
administrator. For our experiments in this chapter, we selected the value θ = 0.40. It should
be noted that choosing a high θ implies low values for the rest of the states of the vector.
Practically, this means that the outcome of the CPTs should give a very accurate and high
certainty about a certain state, and this can be difficult to achieve. Choosing a low θ reduces
the sensitivity of the inference, which can lead to a false classification.
The selection of the first probe
Special care has to be taken in the selection of the first probe, since the choice of the first probe
can have a huge impact on the number of probes to be launched afterward. For this kind of
initialization, as much prior knowledge about the process as possible should be involved.
In our experiments, the first probe to be launched is determined by the system administrator.
Here the experience of the administrator is needed — the administrator is assumed to know
which attack is more common to occur in the network where the AP-NIDS is deployed.
Practical alternatives to choose the first probe could be:
. Choosing very critical probes first: the probe that is designed to detect the attack that is
most harmful for the actual deployment of the network.
. Choosing very certain probes first: the probe that offers a maximal probability in the
CPTs p(φi|Nx) for one specific attack.
. Choosing more likely probes first: the probe that maximizes the prior probability p(N0x).
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Table 6: Probes implemented for detecting selective dropping of different services
Probe Reference Type of packets dropped State
φ1 ARP ARP Requests and Responses n1
φ2 DNS UDP packets with port 53 n2
φ3 HTTP TCP packets with port 80 n3
φ4 HTTPS TCP packets with port 443 n4
φ5 SSH Every packet with port 22 n5
φ6 TCP Every TCP packet n6
φ7 UDP Every UDP packet n7
φ8 All Every UDP and TCP packet n8
— Normal condition (no dropping) n9
Of course, a tradeoff between all three criteria could also be chosen: A probe that is 1) quite
critical, 2) quite certain to detect and 3) quite likely to occur.
Implementation of the CPTs
The conditional probability tables are basically built on statistical analysis of data and/or
logical reasoning. If the environment is known and we have a large database, we can learn
the CPTs from the database, which is a process known as batch learning [95]. If statistical
information cannot be learned, we can build the CPTs based on logical reasoning (if “X” is
true, how possible is it that “Z” is true?). As an example, to perform the experimentation of
this dissertation, we configured our AP-NIDS with the set of probes described in Table 6, and
the conditional probability tables associated with them are shown in Table 7. We built them
using logical reasoning. We assigned high values if the probes succeeded for the attack they
were created for. In Table 7 this coincides with a diagonal starting at the first probe p(φARP|N).
The rest of the probabilities are reasoned. Note that the values of the tables (columns) are
normalized before being injected into the Bayes model, so that the high values written are
smoothed afterwards. In practice, this means that choosing 99% probability does not imply
the final inference on that state will be automatically high or definitive.
6.2.5 Numerical example
Let us clarify the above probe selection algorithm with an example. We will consider the active
probing of a node which its state at the time k is represented by Nkx. The possible classes
for the state of the node are {n1, ...,n9}. n1 stands for “dropping of ARP packets”, n2 for
“dropping of DNS packets”, and so on and so forth, so that they fit the probes described in
Table 6.
We assume an equal distributed prior probability p(Nkx):
p(Nkx) = (0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11, 0.11)
Let us assume that the starting probe is φk = φ3. The probe yields true and this result is
linked with the corresponding CPT (see Table 7). The updated state Nkx results from (5):
Nkx = (0.07, 0.07, 0.22, 0.11, 0.07, 0.17, 0.07, 0.15, 0.09)
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Table 7: Conditional probability tables implemented for our experimentation
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p(φARP|N)
true 0.99 0.20 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.40
false 0.01 0.80 0.50 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.50 0.50 0.60
p(φDNS|N)
true 0.20 0.90 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.90 0.50 0.40
false 0.80 0.10 0.50 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.60
p(φHTTP|N)
true 0.70 0.30 0.99 0.50 0.30 0.80 0.30 0.70 0.40
false 0.30 0.70 0.01 0.50 0.70 0.20 0.70 0.30 0.60
p(φHTTPS|N)
true 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.99 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.01
false 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.01 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.99
p(φSSH|N)
true 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.40 0.99 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.30
false 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.01 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.70
p(φTCP|N)
true 0.50 0.50 0.01 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.80 0.40
false 0.50 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.50 0.20 0.60
p(φUDP|N)
true 0.50 0.30 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.99 0.80 0.40
false 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.01 0.20 0.60
p(φAll|N)
true 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.40 0.99 0.40
false 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.60 0.01 0.60
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(a) Starting vector. We use an equally distributed prior probability.
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(b) Updated state after launching the probe φ3. HTTP has the highest probability.
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(c) Final state after launching probe φ6. The node is dropping HTTP packets.
Figure 32: Sequence of the updated state values when detecting the dropping of HTTP packets.
The state with the highest probability so far is nk? = n3 = 0.22 (“dropping of HTTP packets”).
The launched probe is stored in Γ− = {φ3}. According to our algorithm, the process should
continue until the belief in one of the states is higher than a threshold θ. For this example
and for the experimentation in this dissertation, we set θ = 0.40. The AP-NIDS continues the
process and selects the next probe according to our algorithm. This step involves looping
for the set of remaining probes Γ+ = {φ1,φ2,φ4, ...,φ8} according to Equation 11. For space
reasons we omit the calculation of determining which probe gives more information about n3
and we assume this probe is φk+1 = φ6 (“dropping of TCP packets”). The probe results in
false and the new value for Nk+1x is:
Nk+1x = (0.06, 0.06, 0.41, 0.10, 0.06, 0.08, 0.06, 0.06, 0.10)
The certainty of nk+1? = n3 increases to 0.41, and it is greater than θ. The AP-NIDS
concludes that the state of Nx is n3 = “dropping of HTTP packets”. The sequence of the
updating process of the vector Nkx is shown in Fig. 32.
In Fig. 33 we depict another example of the state updating sequence: the attack that takes
place is the “dropping of UDP packets”, and the starting probe is φ3.
6.3 experiments
The goal is to experimentally demonstrate that using the proposed Bayesian-based Inference
Engine has notable advantages in comparison to not using an Inference Engine, but running
the complete set of probes. First, we want to examine how the number of probes executed to
detect a particular state decreases when using our Inference Engine. Consequently, we expect
that the overall detection time also decreases. Secondly, we examine if using our Inference
Engine, on the other hand, leads to a higher false positive rates. Finally, we analyze the effects
on the network overhead.
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(a) Starting vector. We use an equally distributed prior probability.
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(b) Updated state after launching the probe φ3 (it yielded false). DNS has the
highest probability.
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(c) Updated state after launching the probe φ2 (it yielded true). DNS still has the
highest probability.
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(d) Final state after launching probe φ7 (it yielded true). The node is dropping
UDP packets.
Figure 33: Sequence of the updated state values when detecting the dropping of UDP packets.
6.3.1 Setup
For our experiments we use an indoor wireless mesh testbed composed of 16 fixed nodes and
2 netbooks running the AP-NIDS. We use the configuration of two interfaces for an AP-NIDS
(see Section 5.2). To implement different probes, we use the selective dropping of packets
attack. The target node of our AP-NIDS launches this attack in their different modalities:
Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of only TCP, Dropping of only
UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets,
and No dropping. In addition, we perform the experiments with varying background traffic.
We transmit UDP traffic between the target node and a neighboring node with the following
values: 0 Mbit/s (0%), 6.25 Mbit/s (25%), 12.5 Mbit/s (50%), 18.75 Mbit/s (75%), 25 Mbit/s
(100%). The last one represents the maximum achievable throughput that we obtain in our
network (100%). The technical details and description of the testbed is detailed in Section A.3
of the Appendix on page 108.
6.4 results
6.4.1 Number of probes launched and detection times
As we show in Fig. 34, it was not necessary to launch all the probes to detect the attacks.
Even when the node was not dropping packets (Normal), only 5 of the 8 probes implemented
were launched. In the best case, for detecting dropping of HTTP packets, only two probes
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Figure 34: Number of probes needed to be launched for detecting different attacks.
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Figure 35: Average total duration of the individual probes.
were necessary, which represents 25% of the set of probes. If the AP-NIDS did not have an
algorithm for selecting the probes, it would need to transmit the complete set of probes in
order to detect the attack precisely, given that the success of one probe is not enough to alert
the attack with confidence.
Figure 35 shows the average duration of the execution of each probe. These times include
the transmission of the probe plus the gathering of data afterward. Intermediate times such as
pauses between probes and processing times are not considered, because they do not belong
to the individual probes but to the analysis.
As we can observe, the duration of the probes differs for each probe. Some probes demand
about 11 s, while others around 30 s. If we calculate the average across all the probes, we get a
probe duration of 21.42 s ±1.53. It is easy to observe the time saved when using the probe
selection algorithm. For each probe that is not executed, the analysis requires 21.42 s less
on average. This is an important saving, if we consider that the AP-NIDS is set with many
different probes.
Figure 36 depicts the average duration of the complete active probing process. As we already
observed in Fig. 35, some attacks need more time to be detected because more probes are
launched. The duration of the active probing is slightly affected by the traffic load of the
network. In Table 8, we show the analysis duration for detecting the dropping of SSH packets,
and for detecting the dropping of UDP packets, when the network is loaded with different
levels of traffic.
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Figure 36: Average total duration of the detection of the different attacks.
Table 8: Average analysis duration for different background traffic levels
Background traffic Analysis duration [s]
Attack launched: dropping of SSH packets
0 Mbit/s 87.76± 6.83
6.25 Mbit/s 101.84± 26.33
12.5 Mbit/s 109.54± 15.07
18.75 Mbit/s 101.74± 28.52
25 Mbit/s 107.01± 28.57
Attack launched: dropping of UDP packets
0 Mbit/s 51.32± 3.80
6.25 Mbit/s 65.55± 11.38
12.5 Mbit/s 66.66± 10.20
18.75 Mbit/s 61.28± 8.96
25 Mbit/s 64.54± 6.52
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Table 9: Results of the attack detection. SSH and UDP are additionally measured with varying back-
ground traffic.
Attack True positives Well classified Ill classified
DNS 100% 93% 7%
HTTP 100% 100% 0%
HTTPS 100% 100% 0%
SSH 100% 93% 7%
TCP 100% 100% 0%
UDP 100% 97% 3%
All 100% 100% 0%
Normal 93% 93% 7%
Background traffic True positives Well classified Ill classified
Dropping of SSH packets
6.25 Mbit/s 100% 83% 17%
12.5 Mbit/s 100% 93% 7%
18.75 Mbit/s 100% 80% 20%
25 Mbit/s 100% 90% 10%
Dropping of UDP packets
6.25 Mbit/s 100% 97% 3%
12.5 Mbit/s 100% 100% 0%
18.75 Mbit/s 100% 93% 7%
25 Mbit/s 100% 100% 0%
6.4.2 Attack detection
The results for the detection of attacks are pretty satisfactory. We differentiate between the
true positives and well classified attacks for the following reason: to validate our Inference
Engine, well classified is an important metric to examine how well/poorly it is able to classify
the attacks. However, for intrusion detection, it is more important to detect an attack in the
first place. Ultimately, if the attack is detected but ill classified, an alarm is still generated
and countermeasure actions can be taken. According to the results described in Table 9, we
observe that our Bayes classifier had minimal troubles classifying some attacks. In no case do
well classified attacks fall under 93%, when there was no background traffic present.
Additionally, we are also interested in observing what happens with our Bayes classifier
where background traffic is present. In Table 9 we depict the results for varying background
traffic when detecting the attacks dropping of SSH packets, and dropping of UDP packets. The
background traffic does affect attack detection. In the worst case, we observe that the dropping
of SSH was 80% well classified. The reason for the bad classification is the following. To detect
the dropping of SSH packets, for example, the Inference Engine launches four different probes
(see Fig. 34). If one of these probes gives an incorrect result, the Bayes classifier makes false
presumptions about the probability of one of the possible states. It unleashes a set of wrong
decisions of the probe selecting algorithm and, eventually, a wrong inference about the attack.
For this reason, improving the attack classification implies improving the “robustness” of the
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individual probes. This is, however, not a drawback of the Bayes classifier. If a probe fails,
even when transmitting the complete set of probes, the IDS can get erroneous detection.
6.4.3 Overhead
Our goal is to measure the impact of the active probing on the network overhead. DogoIDS
transmitted in the maximum case 1.85 Kbit/s for a complete analysis. That was the case of
HTTP, including the control packets and testing packets generated. We argue that an AP-NIDS
doesn’t harm the network overhead. For example, our testbed handles 25 Mbit/s in the best
case. The throughput generated by DogoIDS represents only 0.01% of the maximum achievable
throughput. For 25% utilization (6.25 Mbit/s), the throughput of DogoIDS represents 0.03%.
Of course, the amount of data generated by DogoIDS depends on how many probes are
executed and how many bytes are injected per probe. The data generated by the probe is a
“user-defined” parameter. For example, in our experiments we generate “lightweight” testing
packets, which contain a very small payload. We consider this is an appropriate choice, but
in the end, AP-NIDS administrators are free to create their testing packets as they consider.
However, regardless of the individual testing packets, with our Bayes classifier and probe
selector we directly reduce the number of injected bytes by reducing the number of probe
launches.
On limiting the probe set to the available bandwidth
We affirm that an AP-NIDS hardly causes any harm to the network overhead. However, if used
for the case of very specific applications (bandwidth-limited sensor networks, for example), we
propose a different approach to probe selection. An interesting approach is to limit the set of
probes or attacks to detect to a certain allowed throughput. For example, if the policies of the
network establishes that only 5% of the maximum network throughput can be used for active
probing intrusion detection, we can configure our AP-NIDS to not exceed that limit. That can
be done by limiting the probe set, reducing the length of the testing packets, or increasing the
intervals between probes or testing packets. We did not implement this idea but we leave it as
future work.
6.5 summary
In this chapter, we highlighted two contributions. We have modeled a temporal-selective Bayes
classifier to infer the state of a device under test. Different to similar classifiers proposed in the
literature, the state of a device is a vector of all possible malicious behaviors. The transmission
of probes feeds the Bayes classifier and updates the state. A recursive probe selection scheme,
based on a prediction step, facilitates reducing the number of probes while maximizing the
insights gained. We have modeled our classifier in general and applied it to solve a particular
problem, the malicious state inference for an active-probing-based network intrusion detection
system for wireless multihop networks. We have implemented our model and performed
testbed experimentation. We have showed how an inference model can improve the reduction
of the number of probes executed and therefore reduce overhead and detection time.
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More people are killed every year by
pigs than by sharks, which shows you
how good we are at evaluating risk.
Bruce Schneier
It doesn’t matter how beautiful your
theory is, it doesn’t matter how smart
you are — if it doesn’t agree with
experiment, it’s wrong.
Richard P. Feynman
In this chapter, we put the active-probing intrusion detection on the field. We implement
three different attacks in our testbed and we test the performance of our AP-NIDS.
7.1 introduction
In this chapter, we combine the contributions from Chapters 4, 5 and 6. We use the lessons
learned from the past chapters, which led us understand how to deploy and set up our
active-probing based network intrusion detection system.
We implement three different attacks, the selective dropping of packets, the black hole attack, and
the colluding misrelay attack. As described in Section 2.2 (on page 8), these are representative
attacks with different difficulties. The selective dropping of packets is quite powerful. It is
easy to implement, which makes it attractive for the average attacker, and it can severely
harm the network performance if it is strategically executed. Its detection is not difficult and
many intrusion detection systems can detect it (as we observed in Section 2.3). The black
hole attack is also a powerful attack and its detection is a bit more complex. To detect it, the
IDS should interact with the attacker and correlate some information. The colluding misrelay
attack corresponds to the attacks which are hard to detect, since the position of the IDS node
plays an essential role. We analyzed in Section 2.3 that most of the IDS present in the literature
cannot detect this kind of attack, or if they do, they are pure theoretical systems. In this
chapter, we show that the active-probing intrusion detection is practical for detecting attacks
of all classes introduced in Chapter 2.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the setup for the evaluation of this
chapter based on the lessons learned in the previous chapters. We also describe our testbed
and evaluation goals in Section 7.2. Sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 describe, evaluate and present the
results for the detection of the selective dropping of packets, of the black hole attack and of
the colluding misrelay attack, respectively. We discuss the results in Section 7.6 and conclude
the chapter in Section 7.7.
7.2 experimental setup
The previous chapters were necessary to first understand how to configure an active-probing-
based network intrusion detection system. In Chapter 5, we measured the effects of the
repetition of testing packets on the detection quality and false positives. We saw how
transmitting replications of testing packets is beneficial to some extent. We showed in Sec-
tion 5.5.2 on page 42, that with five repetitions of testing packets, our AP-NIDS achieved
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Figure 37: Setup of our mesh testbed and a snapshot of the network topology. The location of the
AP-NIDS nodes does not represent their exact physical location (they are located inside the
room left of node A).
satisfactory results. We also studied the intervals between repetitions with varying back-
ground traffic levels. An interval of 500 ms allowed us not to overload saturated nodes, yet
obtain low false positives and detection rates (Section 5.5.3 on page 49). In addition, we
investigated how bad links between the AP-NIDS and target node lead to wrong detections
(Section 5.5.1 on page 42). In the experiments of this chapter, we analyze target nodes with
RSSI greater than -70 dBm. In Chapter 6 we designed a Bayesian engine for attack inference
and probe selection. We did extensive experimentation with variations of the selective drop-
ping of packets. From this chapter, we learned that using our statistical model helps us to
reduce the number of probes executed, yet accurately detect (classify) attacks. In this chapter
we extend the probe set of DogoIDS, adding two completely different attack detection rules,
the black hole and the colluding misrelay attack.
7.2.1 Testbed setup
We follow the same setup as in the previous chapters. We highlight the key parameters of our
testbed and the detailed description can be found in Section A.4 of the Appendix on page 113.
We employ an indoor testbed composed of 16 mesh nodes installed on two floors of an office
building. The layout of the testbed is shown in Fig. 37. Node A and node B are attacker nodes,
and nodes C and D are background traffic generators. We configured our AP-NIDS with the
following probes: Black hole, Colluding misrelay, Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of
HTTPS, Dropping of only TCP, Dropping of only UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping of
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DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets, and No dropping. We send 5 repetitions of testing
packets each with intervals of 500 ms. We perform the experiments with varying background
traffic. We transmit UDP traffic between the target node and a neighboring node with the
following values: 0 Mbit/s (0%), 6.25 Mbit/s (25%), 12.5 Mbit/s (50%), 18.75 Mbit/s (75%),
25 Mbit/s (100%). The last one represents the maximum achievable throughput that we obtain
in our network (100%).
7.2.2 Goals
The main goal of this evaluation is to demonstrate that our active-probing technique can
detect real attacks. We aim to extend the probes of the Bayes classifier to two more attacks
with different levels of complexity. We intend to measure detection rates and detection times
for different attacks. In addition, we want to test our intrusion detection system with the
parameters set in the past chapters and also using different background traffic levels. We
also want to measure how the intrusion detection system works in terms of CPU usage and
memory consumption with the new attacks.
7.3 detecting the selective dropping of packets/services
The selective dropping of packets is the attack that we have extensively used in the first
chapters of this dissertation. In Chapter 6, we implemented the dropping of packets for
eight different services or cases. For this reason, we do not measure this attack again, since
the environment and configurations would not change. The parameters to configure the
AP-NIDS were already performed in Chapter 5 and applied in Chapter 6 and in this chapter.
Nevertheless, we will discuss the results obtained for these attacks in this chapter.
7.4 detecting the black hole attack
We implemented the black hole attack in our wireless mesh testbed. We set one of the nodes
of our network as the attacker, running the black hole attack. The attack basically interprets
path requests and replies to them announcing the attacker node as the best route to the
intended destination. And when data packets are sent to the attacker node, it drops them. We
performed the experiments with varying background traffic. We transmit UDP traffic between
the target node and a neighboring node with the following values: 0 Mbit/s (0%), 6.25 Mbit/s
(25%), 12.5 Mbit/s (50%), 18.75 Mbit/s (75%), 25 Mbit/s (100%). For the technical details and
description of the testbed, refer to Section A.4 of the Appendix on page 113.
The first step towards detecting the black hole attack is transmitting testing packets with
the content of a PREQ element to the target node. The packets are limited in Mesh TTL to two
hops so that they do not spread. The MAC addresses announced in the Target Address field of
the PREQs are randomly crafted, so under no attack situation, responses are not expected to
be received (the chances of choosing a MAC address which corresponds to one mesh station
of the network are low.) On the contrary, if after the test PREPs are received, the AP-NIDS has
a notable indicator to suspect the presence of the black hole attack. Then, the AP-NIDS sends
testing packets to the target node and if they are dropped, the AP-NIDS concludes that the
node is launching this attack.
In a nutshell, the AP-NIDS performs these steps:
. The AP-NIDS sends a PREQ to the target node asking for the path to a node with a
random MAC address.
. In presence of the attack, the target node announces that it has the best route to that
node.
. The AP-NIDS sends testing packets to the target node.
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(e) Final state after launching probe Black hole. The black hole attack is now detected.
Figure 38: Sequence of the updated state values when detecting the black hole attack.
. The testing packets are dropped by the target node and the AP-NIDS detects the attack.
We add the probe to detect the black hole attack, and the colluding attack, to the probes
already used for Chapter 6. We do not change the starting probe of the AP-NIDS used for
Chapter 6, the Dropping of TCP packets. Leaving this probe is good example for showing
the dependence between attacks. The target node running the black hole attack does drop
packets, so all the probes aiming to detect dropping of packets (Dropping of UDP, Dropping
of TCP, etc.) return a positive value (attack detected). These probes give some probability to
the black hole attack in our Bayesian engine, and the black hole attack is just detected when
the corresponding probe for detecting it is launched. In Fig. 38 we show the sequence of the
belief updating process.
7.4.1 Results
Table 10 depicts the detection rate, number of probes launched, and the duration of each
analysis for the black hole detection. The detection rate is quite satisfactory, the attack was
detected for all the different values of background traffic. It is possible to achieve 100%
detection rate for the black hole attack because the detection of the attack is quite particular
and the AP-NIDS does not confuse it with other attacks. Only in the case of black hole, the
attacker node answers to the specially crafted PREQs and then drops the data packets. The
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Table 10: Results of the black hole attack detection.
Background traffic Detection rate Probes
launched
Analysis duration [s]
0 Mbit/s 100% 4 49.34± 0.42
6.25 Mbit/s 100% 4 50.14± 0.42
12.5 Mbit/s 100% 4 50.81± 0.46
18.75 Mbit/s 100% 4 51.96± 0.46
25 Mbit/s 100% 4 51.85± 0.57
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Figure 39: Average total duration of each analysis for black hole and colluding attack detection.
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Table 11: Average CPU usage and average memory load of DogoIDS when detecting the black hole
attack.
CPU usage
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
91.27%± 0.33 90.45%± 0.43 88.63%± 6.49 88.61%± 6.06 88.01%± 6.21
Memory load
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
2.28%± 0.04 2.29%± 0.03 2.27%± 0.11 2.23%± 0.13 2.25%± 0.09
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Figure 40: Comparison between the amount of testing packets vs. the total number of packets present at
the data gathered for one single analysis. The percentage values over the red bars represent
the percentage of testing packets out of all probes.
background traffic does not affect the detection rate. Only the analysis duration is slightly
affected, it has a trend to increase the duration when increasing the background traffic. This
is easily observable in Fig. 39. However, they are only two seconds between no saturated
network and completely saturated network.
In Table 11 we depict the measurements of the CPU usage and memory load of DogoIDS
for this experiment. These measurements were performed when DogoIDS was running the
active detection, i.e. per analysis. DogoIDS can handle the background traffic properly. The
memory load is stable for the different levels of background traffic. The hardware of the IDS
node is not badly affected by our proof-of-concept AP-NIDS. We remark that we use an Asus
Eee PC 1005HA netbook to run DogoIDS, which has 1 GB RAM and a low-power processor.
If in the future, DogoIDS has to perform more complex calculations to detect other attacks,
more powerful hardware can be employed. The IDS node is only used for intrusion detection,
so that its resources are fully available to DogoIDS.
Regarding the network overhead, we depict in Fig. 40 the number of packets for five
different analyses, each one for a different value of background traffic. We used a similar
plot in Section 5.5.4 of Chapter 5. We observe that the network overhead, in terms of packets,
introduced by DogoIDS is minimal. Only when there is no background traffic present, the
testing packets represent around 1.74% of all packets.
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Table 12: Results of the colluding attack detection.
Background traffic Detection rate Probes
launched
Analysis duration [s]
0 Mbit/s 97% 7.07 120.30± 13.39
6.25 Mbit/s 90% 6.80 115.63± 18.97
12.5 Mbit/s 93% 7.03 122.92± 13.49
18.75 Mbit/s 100% 7.03 126.48± 2.41
25 Mbit/s 100% 7 129.30± 1.55
7.5 detecting the colluding misrelay attack
We implement the colluding misrelay attack in our testbed. Two nodes run the attack. One of
them forwards packets to the second one, and the second one drops them. The goal of this
attack is that the transmitter of packets cannot realize that the attack is taking place, because
packets are being dropped 2 hops away from it. This is why this attack is hard to detect, the
position of the intrusion detection system plays a fundamental role here.
To detect the attack, our AP-NIDS follows the following reasoning. We distinguish between
two cases. In the first case, the AP-NIDS is in the neighborhood of node A, but not of node B.
The detection follows:
. Node A and node B are colluding. Node A forwards all the traffic to B, and B drops it.
. AP-NIDS sends testing packets to the target node A. Since the testing packets are
addressed (as final destination) to the second interface of the AP-NIDS, and this interface
is a direct neighbor of node A, the packets should be forwarded from node A to the
interface of the AP-NIDS.
. But, the target node forwards the testing packet to the colluding node B. This is a clue
for the AP-NIDS. The AP-NIDS moves closer to node A and B.
. The AP-NIDS sends testing packets to B and observes that it drops them. The attack is
alerted.
In the second case, the AP-NIDS is in the vicinity of A and B, and alerts that A forwards all
packets to B. The detection is:
. Node A and node B are colluding. Node A forwards all the traffic to B, and B drops it.
. The AP-NIDS sends testing packets to B and observes that it drops them. The attack is
alerted.
For our evaluation, we skip the first case, moving the AP-NIDS in a pre-detection phase,
since we want to evaluate if the attack is finally detected or not (second case). Again, we make
use of the Bayesian model designed in the previous chapters. In order to show that it works,
we show in Fig. 41 the sequence of the belief updating process.
7.5.1 Results
Similarly to the black hole attack, in Table 12 we depict the detection rate, number of probes
launched, and the duration of each analysis for the colluding misrelay attack detection. For
this attack, DogoIDS did not achieve 100% detection rate in every case, but over 90%. Given
the complexity of the attack and of the attack detection, we consider theses values quite
satisfactory. The analysis duration takes more time than for detecting the black hole attacks
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(h) Final state after launching probe Colluding. The colluding attack is now detected.
Figure 41: Sequence of the updated state values when detecting the colluding attack.
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Table 13: Average CPU usage and average memory load of DogoIDS when detecting the colluding attack.
CPU usage
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
93.33%± 3.32 92.59%± 4.67 93.06%± 0.16 92.97%± 4.67 93.10%± 0.27
Memory load
0 Mbit/s 6.25 Mbit/s 12.5 Mbit/s 18.75 Mbit/s 25 Mbit/s
2.30%± 0.02 2.30%± 0.03 2.30%± 0 2.30%± 0.03 2.30%± 0
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Figure 42: Comparison between the amount of testing packets vs. the total number of packets present at
the data gathered for one single analysis. The percentage values over the red bars represent
the percentage of testing packets from the total.
because more probes are executed. Additionally, detecting the colluding attack involves “two
active probing” processes. Testing packets are sent to node A, analyzed, and then testing
packets are sent to node B. The detection time in total might be long. However, our goal
is to show that by means of active probing, this attack can be detected at all. In practical
environments, it will depend on the network/security policies if this attack has to be detected
or not. For example, if the network administrator wishes to detect attacks quickly, an AP-NIDS
node can be deployed and the rule for detecting the colluding misrelay attack deactivated. A
second IDS node can be also deployed, with the goal of detecting this complex attack with
longer detection times.
In Table 13 we depict the CPU usage and memory load of our proof-of-concept DogoIDS.
The values are quite stable for the different background traffic levels. Similarly to the detection
of the black hole attack, the hardware of the IDS node is not strongly affected by our AP-NIDS.
Regarding the network overhead, we depict in Fig. 42 the number of packets for five different
analyses, each one for a different value of background traffic. The network overhead, in terms
of packets, introduced by DogoIDS is minimal. Of course it is bigger than by detecting the
black hole attack, since more probes are launched, but it is still low. Only when there is no
background traffic present, the testing packets represent around 5.31% of all packets. In the
other cases, it is under 1%.
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7.6 discussion
The first important and trivial conclusion of our evaluation is that we were able to detect
the attacks we aimed to and with acceptable results. The selective dropping of packets was
detected at a rate of over 93% (see Table 9 on page 67), the black hole attack at a rate of
100% and the colluding misrelay attack at a rate of over 90%. We are satisfied with these
results. We can conclude that our active-probing technique is able to detect these attacks
and we demonstrated it in a practical environment. With the help of one intrusion detection
node running an AP-NIDS, we were able detect simple and complex attacks in a 16 node
network, while these network nodes were not disturbed at all. We demonstrated that our
implementation is lightweight in network overhead. We measured that the traffic generated
by DogoIDS was under 6% of the total traffic when there was no background traffic present.
With background traffic, the generated traffic by DogoIDS was in some cases less than 0.1%.
These are important results because we can argue that introducing a minimal overhead on the
network nodes, as in distributed intrusion detection systems, our AP-NIDS can detect complex
attacks with a minimal usage of network traffic. As we discussed in Section 6.4.3 on page 68,
even if the network traffic is a problem, an AP-NIDS can be configured to limit its detection
capabilities if it reaches a given value of network overhead. And this is not a limitation but a
design choice. The detection times are in general long, ranging from below 40 s and up to 130 s
for all the attacks. The detection time has two faces in our dissertation. The first one is that
the active-probing technique by design is slower than locally and passively monitoring data.
The active-probing IDS has to first transmit testing packets, then listen to the target node, and
finally analyze the gathered information. This process is longer than continuously inspecting
local information. The other face is that we implemented DogoIDS as a proof-of-concept, but
for time reasons, we did not optimize every detail of the implementation. For sure, there
are times that can be minimized in a professional implementation of an AP-NIDS. But, to
conclude, we are satisfied that we were able to detect the attacks. In a real deployment, the
detection times might depend on the security requirements. For example, if the security
requirements are strict and some attacks, like the dropping of packets, have to be detected in
few seconds, passive and active intrusion detection systems can be combined. Passive IDS
might introduce overhead on the network nodes, but it can detect dropping of packets quickly.
An active IDS can look for more complex attacks which passive IDS cannot.
7.7 summary
In this chapter, we have experimentally demonstrated that our proposed active-probing-based
network intrusion detection system works in detecting the different classes of attacks, from the
most simple ones to those more complex. The previous chapters helped us to understand how
the active-probing technique works and how to correctly adjust it. We used the insights of the
previous chapters to complete the puzzle of the active-probing-based intrusion detection in
this chapter.
8E X T E N S I O N
Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative
people how they did something, they feel a little guilty because
they didn’t really do it, they just saw something. It seemed
obvious to them after a while.
Steve Jobs
In this chapter, we introduce a passive metric for attack inference that can be integrated to
active probing as an extension to complement the attack detection.
8.1 introduction
This chapter presents an extension to the active-probing-based network intrusion detection
concept. The extension we present here is independent, but also connected to the rest of our
work because we designed it as a kind of “add-on” to an AP-NIDS. We designed and tested
it separately from the rest of the work since it is general and can also be applicable to other
systems. We propose a metric to detect attacks based on the variations on the number of
neighboring nodes.
Because of their complex nature, MANETs face two major challenges: on the one hand, the
characteristics of these networks, such as the open transmission medium, allow for a wide
range of new attacks compared to classical wired networks. The attacks are difficult to detect
and/or mitigate by using the same methods as in wired networks [20]. The challenge is to
find new techniques to accurately detect these attacks. On the other hand, due to the lack
of centralized management, a trust relation should be established between two neighboring
nodes in order to guarantee that data packets are forwarded until they reach the destination
[96].
We tackle the first challenge and, viewed from a broader perspective, we propose a new
metric that can contribute to the second challenge [97]. Our specific contributions of this
chapter are:
. A lightweight metric called Neighbor Variation Rate (NVR) for anomaly detection. We study
how the neighborhood varies over time and we represent it with a quantitative measur-
able value. We exploit the strong dependency on time and on the mobility of nodes and
build a model for our metric (Section 8.3).
. A detection model. We create a detection model where we find the limits of the expres-
siveness of the NVR with respect to the mobility of the nodes and we apply it for
anomaly/intrusion detection (Sections 8.1.1 and 8.4).
. Validation and parametrization. By means of extensive simulations of a MANET running
AODV with the software ns-3, we validate and understand the fundamental parameters
of our detection model (Section 8.5).
. Real-world deployment and external dataset analysis. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of
our metric we build a proof-of-concept and deploy it in an IEEE 802.11s-enabled wireless
mesh network composed of 23 nodes (18 static and 5 mobile). We utilize existing security
tools to create realistic attacks in our testbed. We also examine our metric applied to
an external dataset from a MANET composed of 30 fully mobile nodes running AODV
(Section 8.5).
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8.1.1 Attacker model and assumptions
The attacker model in this chapter differs slightly from the general one. We define the attacker
model of this chapter as follows. We assume that there is at least one attacker and that the
attacker is an insider, i.e. it has the respective authentication credentials and is a member of
the network. The attacker is able to either 1) inject/remove nodes from the network, or 2)
inject false routing information, e.g. by filling-up the routing tables with false data.
We assume that we only analyze the NVR of nodes not compromised. We remark that our
main goal is to evaluate the accuracy of our metric and not to develop an intrusion detection
system (our metric can be used for intrusion detection among other things). In the case of
intrusion detection, if the system administrator suddenly turned off a big set of nodes or
add a new set of nodes, the NVR would trigger an abnormality. The intrusion detection
system could be aware of this sudden behavior, for example by differentiating those nodes
that (based on their RSSI) suddenly appeared in the network from those who gradually left
the neighborhood of a node.
8.2 related work
A closely related study has been presented by Singh and Dutta [98]. By means of time series,
they modeled the variation of the absolute number of neighbors of a certain node considering
the time, transmission power, sampling periods and mobility models. With their model one
can predict the number of neighbor nodes in future times under some assumptions. Another
model for the prediction of the number of neighbor nodes has been introduced by Nguyen
and Shinoda in [99]. Their model only considered the mobility according to the Random
Waypoint Mobility model, which does not apply to many cases such as human mobility [100].
Our simulations use the Gauss-Markov mobility model and we perform real experimentation
with humans walking. The work of Drugan et al. [101] estimates the number of neighboring
nodes using the connectivity history.
The work presented in this chapter does not predict the number of neighbors at a certain
point in time, but measures the variation of one-hop neighbors over time. Moreover, we
investigate how the variation rate of neighbor nodes can help us identify anomalies rather
than depend on the absolute number of nodes currently within transmission range.
8.3 neighbor variation rate (nvr)
In most of the literature, the definition of neighbor is only limited to the physical location of a
node. In our work, we extend the definition of neighbor as follows: a node na is a neighbor
node of nb at the time t if it is located and has been located within the transmission range of
nb for a period of time long enough before t to let the routing protocol of nb realize the
existence of na. This condition is important when we consider the speed of nodes because a
node moving too fast might not be detected in the vicinity of another node1. The transmission
range is considered as a disk with a finite radius centered at the node. This assumption will
be relaxed later and we will study it in the real world. All the nodes are located in a finite
region of the Euclidean plane.
We want to determine a quantitative value that gives us the notion of how much the
neighbors of a given node have changed from one point in time to another. The changes
to which we refer are the addition and subtraction of nodes that are immediate (one-hop)
neighbors and ready to communicate. In case of the IEEE 802.11s mesh protocol for example,
we refer to the addition and subtraction of peer links. We are interested in the rate of this
variation of neighbors rather than in the absolute quantity of nodes that have changed.
The reason behind the calculation of this rate is that we expect that a node can change its
neighbors, i.e. add or lose nodes, from one moment to the next within a certain margin. As
1 For example, the open80211s implementation of IEEE 802.11s transmits beacons to detect nodes each second by
default.
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highly dynamic networks.
optimum
Figure 43: Conceptual representation of three curves of NVR as a function of the observation interval.
The dashed line represents hypothetical behavior of the NVR when the observation interval is
considerably long.
an example, if a node had 20 neighbors at a certain point in time, and 10 seconds later all of
its neighbor nodes changed, this situation can be the result of an attack injecting/removing
nodes. Alternatively, the node could be moving at a relatively high speed and the protocol is
fast enough to handle these changes.
We define the NVR of a node nk at the time t as a function NVR(t) : R→ R ∈ [0, 1]:
NVR(t) ,

0 N(t) = N(t′) = 0
1−
N(t) −W(t, t′)
max(N(t),N(t′))
otherwise
(12)
where N(t) is the number of neighbors of the node nk at time t, N(t′) is the number of
neighbors of nk at a previous time t′:
t′ = t−∆t (13)
and W(t, t′) is the number of new neighbor nodes of the node nk at time t in comparison to
time t′.
Let us clarify these variables with an example: A node nk announced to have 20 neighbor
nodes at time t′. In the next measurement at time t it announces 30 nodes, and 13 of them
were not present at the previous measurement at t′. The corresponding values are N(t) = 30,
N(t′) = 20, andW(t, t′) = 13. From (12), this leads to an NVR of 0.85. Note that ifN(t) > N(t′)
then W(t, t′) > (N(t) −N(t′)).
When the NVR takes a value of zero it indicates that there were no changes in the neighbor-
hood (neither added nor removed nodes). At the other extreme, a value of 1 indicates that all
the neighbors have changed.
8.3.1 NVR in static and dynamic networks
In a network where the nodes are primarily static in terms of physical location, we would
expect to observe few changes to the neighbors of a node over a long period. On the contrary,
in a network which is highly dynamic, like a vehicular network, we would expect that over
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Figure 44: Example of the detection model. A node on our test-bed is attacked at a given point in time
(between seconds 610 to 667).
a long period every node would have changed all its neighbors. This concept is depicted in
Fig. 43. We call ∆t the observation interval. It is the time between two consecutive readings
on the number of neighbor nodes as defined in (13). As shown in Fig. 43, in highly dynamic
networks we will have big variations in neighbor nodes if the observation interval is longer.
Note that the curves do not necessarily converge to 1 because if the observation interval is
considerably long and the mobile nodes move within an area but without escaping it, at
some point in time each node will meet the same nodes it has met at previous measurements
again, resulting in a low neighbor variation rate. This should be prevented by adopting low
values for the observation interval. We will suggest a suitable value for ∆t in Section 8.4.3.
Throughout this chapter we will employ the terms static and dynamic to refer to the physical
mobility of the nodes in a network.
8.4 detection model
We define a threshold that we will use to distinguish between a normal and an abnormal
situation. We expect that the instantaneous changes of NVR(t) should not exceed a threshold
ε(∆t). In other words, given a network and nodes with certain characteristics (more/less
mobility of nodes) we define a maximum value for NVR(t). This threshold depends on the
momentary characteristics of the network and on the duration of the observation interval. An
alarm is triggered if the following condition is violated:
NVR(t) < ε ∀ t
The condition states that a node cannot change its neighbors from one point in time t−∆t
to another point in time t with a rate greater than or equal to ε. In Fig. 44 we depict an
example of the usage of this threshold. The figure corresponds to a node that at a given point
in time was attacked in our testbed. The attack was launched2 for about one minute and
it resulted in a flooding of packets announcing fake neighbors. We observe that during the
attack, the NVR exceeded the threshold ε and therefore the attack was detected.
The use of the NVR for anomaly detection works better if the node has more than a certain
number of neighbor nodes. If there are few neighbors the NVR will indicate high values even
2 Using the tool mdk3 [102] with these parameters: “[iface] s -f 2 -s 1000 [BSSID]”.
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Figure 45: Analysis of the position and velocity of the neighbor nodes in order to estimate the link
duration. The dashed line represents the transmission range of nk cropped to the depicted
quadrant.
Figure 46: Neighbor Variation Rate of a node over 15 hours in a completely static wireless mesh network
in our testbed. The observation interval is ∆t = 1s.
under normal situations and it would be impractical to set a threshold level (i.e., if we only
have one neighbor and it leaves the neighborhood, the NVR rises to 1.)
8.4.1 Determining ε
In order to determine the threshold ε we define a model to estimate the link duration of the
neighbor nodes. There is a large body of work already done on link duration estimation and
existing models can be applied to our work (e.g., [103–108]). As our goal is to apply our
detection technique in a practical environment, we propose a simple approach that uses the
speed of the neighbor nodes to estimate the link duration.
In practice, there are several possibilities for measuring the speed of a node. One indirect
method is by estimating the speed based on the measured received signal strength. How to
determine the speed and location is out of the scope of this chapter, but an approach can be
found in [109].
We perform the analysis for a network containing i nodes. Let nk be the node on which
we analyze the NVR(t), and let n0, n1, ..., nj (j < i) be neighbor nodes of nk at a given time
t. We analyze the node nj. Let φ be a point located on the border of the disk delimiting
the transmission range of nk. Let
−→rd(t) be a position vector from nk to φ. Let −→vnj(t) be the
velocity of nj. Let
−→rnj(t) be a position vector from nk to nj. Let
−−→
dnj(t) be the distance from
nj to the point φ:
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−−→
dnj(t) =
−→rd(t) −−→rnj(t)
Figure 45 depicts a representation of these parameters. Let τnj(t) be the time needed for nj
to reach φ. Since we do not know the direction of −→vnj(t), for the sake of simplicity we assume
it to be equal to the direction of
−−→
dnj(t) (in a similar way, we can choose the location of the
point φ : ∠−→rd(t) = ∠−→rnj(t)):
τnj(t) =
|
−−→
dnj(t)|
|−→vnj(t)|
Let D(t) be the mean of the time needed for all the neighbor nodes of nk to reach φ. In
other words, D(t) is the mean expected link duration:
D(t) , 1
j
j∑
i=0
τni(t) (14)
As we want to find the time in which all the neighbor nodes of nk have changed, this
estimation should also consider the new nodes that come into the coverage area of nk. Let
us assume that the new nodes are uniformly distributed in the network and that they come
into the transmission range of nj with the same proportion as neighbors of nj going out. We
define the following variable:
Dˆ(t) , D(t)
2
(15)
which expresses that after a period of time Dˆ(t) the neighbor nodes of nk will have changed
and therefore NVR(∆t = Dˆ(t))→ α. α ∈ [0, 1] is the maximum value that NVR(t) can reach.
Ideally, if all the neighbors change then α = 1. However, in practice the NVR does not yield 1
because of the mobility of nodes (nodes which do not move at all or which keep inside the
neighborhood). See this parameter depicted in Fig. 43. We use the point ∆t = Dˆ(t) to model
NVR(∆t) as an exponential function:
NVR(∆t) , α− (1−β)
∆t
Dˆ(t) (16)
β ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter. We have modeled the transmission range of a node as a disk.
However, this is not the case in reality, where we have fading effects and different antenna
radiation patterns. We have manually adjusted this parameter for the chapter and leave the
development of an automatic mechanism to obtain it for future work.
Finally, we define the threshold ε as 50% bigger than NVR(∆t),∀∆t < Dˆ(t). In our model
we do not consider the behavior of the NVR for observation intervals bigger than Dˆ(t). In such
cases, the neighbor nodes of nk might escape the transmission range and come back again
within the observation interval and no change to the variation of neighbors will be noticed
(see Fig. 43). Ergo, the observation interval ∆t should be adopted between 0 6 ∆t < Dˆ(t). ε
can be calculated at any time as:
ε(∆t) , 1.50 ∗NVR(∆t) (17)
Example. Let us consider a network where the node nk has a certain number of neighbor
nodes at some point in time t. The average time within which all the neighbors have changed
is Dˆ(t) = 60s. α is set to 1 and β to 0.99. We calculate some values for the NVR(∆t) and ε(∆t),
and show them in Table 14. For example, if we take ∆t = 5s, we do not expect, according to
our model, to have an NVR higher than ε(∆t) = 0.48 within that period (calculate from (16)
and (17)). If it is higher, an alarm is triggered.
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Table 14: Example of numerical calculations of ε(∆t). We use in this example Dˆ(t) = 60s.
∆t [s] NVR(∆t) ε(∆t) Comment
1 0.07 0.10 ∆t too short; normal fluctuations would be
2 0.14 0.21 identified as attacks.
5 0.32 0.48 System less tolerant to variations.
6.66 0.40 0.60 Suitable ∆t (calculated from (18)).
10 0.54 0.80 System more tolerant to variations.
20 0.78 1
∆t too long; unpractical threshold.30 0.90 1
50 0.98 1
8.4.2 Special case: a static mesh network
If the network is static or temporarily static, for example during the night hours, we do not
expect changes in the node neighborhood. Ideally, Dˆ(t)→∞ and NVR→ 0. However, in a
real network, little fluctuations in the NVR occur due to unstable wireless links, failure on
some nodes etc. For the completeness of our model, we define that the threshold ε(∆t) should
be set between εmin 6 ε(∆t) 6 1. An example of the behavior of the NVR in a static network
is depicted in Fig. 46. The measurements were done for more than 15 hours in our testbed
and the observation period was one second. The maximum NVR obtained was 0.27 and we
can set εmin > 0.27 for this case.
8.4.3 Selection of the observation interval (∆t)
The value of the observation interval should be selected by the system based on the following
criteria: 1) it should be set higher than the value that yields NVR(∆t) = εmin so it can tolerate
the normal fluctuations of the NVR in a real network; 2) it should be smaller than the value
of Dˆ(t) that yields NVR(∆t) = α. In addition, if we choose a value of ∆t that results in an
NVR close to α, the system will not have a large margin to discriminate normal from attack
situations. In fact, if the value of ∆t is too close to Dˆ(t) the threshold ε(∆t) calculated in (17)
would be close to/equal to 1 and any variation would be seen as a non-attacking situation.
On the other hand, if the value of ∆t yields the NVR to be too close to εmin, the system will
not be very tolerant to big changes of neighbors. A practical approach would be to select the
value of ∆t that yields NVR(∆t) = 0.4. We obtain from (16):
∆t = Dˆ(t)
ln(α−NVR)
ln(1−β)
(18)
where NVR is replaced by 0.4. In the example of Table 14 the observation interval calculated
from (18) is 6.66 s. Note that the threshold for this case is 0.60.
8.4.4 What observation interval should be used when Dˆ(t) cannot be determined?
This is especially important for the case of a static network (or a group of static nodes inside a
MANET). In this particular case, we will have the condition of Dˆ(t)→∞ and therefore the ∆t
cannot be calculated as in (18). Any observation interval would be valid in this situation. A
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Table 15: Simulation parameters
Name Value
Number of nodes 200
Scenario boundary 1000m x 1000m
Network protocol IEEE 802.11
Mesh routing protocol AODV
Initial position Random
Mobility model Gauss-Markov
Simulation duration 1800s (for Section 8.5.2), 3600s (for Section 8.5.2)
practical solution is to select the same observation interval employed for the mobile nodes of
the mesh because these would influence the NVR of the static nodes when they move into
their area.
8.4.5 Periodical adjustment of the ∆t
The dynamic nature of the mesh network causes the topology to change over time. For
example, during certain hours of the day, the number of mobile devices on the network can
increase considerably, while at other times the network might be mostly static. Thus, it is very
important for the detection system to periodically recalculate the value of ∆t. As it depends
on the time during which all the neighbor nodes have changed, this should also be estimated
for the actual condition of the network (as determined in 8.4.1, this value is obtained from the
average expected link duration D(t) based on the measurement of the speed of the neighbor
nodes). After ∆t is recalculated, a new value of the threshold ε(∆t) can be set and therefore
the system can be adapted to the new environment.
8.5 evaluation
In this section we aim to validate our theoretical model and the detection technique defined in
the previous sections. By means of extensive simulation, we perform the evaluation considering
scenarios with a large number of nodes and high mobility. In addition, we implement and
evaluate our model in a testbed running a wireless mesh network with mobile laptops and
fixed nodes. We analyze and measure the NVR of an external dataset where several laptops
were deployed in an outdoor environment.
8.5.1 Simulation setup
We performed the simulations using the software ns-3 [110]. The main parameters were
adjusted as described in Table 15. We selected the Gauss-Markov [111] mobility model because
it is temporal-dependent (the movement is affected by its history) and better fits the behavior
of users in real life than other completely random models [112].
8.5.2 Simulation results
In this section we will show the results obtained from the simulation and the Neighbor
Variation Rate calculated from the data gathered.
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(a) Average speed of the nodes uniformly distributed in [0, 1] m/s.
(b) Average speed of the nodes uniformly distributed in [0, 10] m/s.
Figure 47: Accuracy of the modeled NVR compared to the measured NVR under two scenarios with
different average speeds.
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Figure 48: Mean and maximum NVR for different average speed of nodes (speed x uniformly distributed
in [0, x] m/s).
NVR for different observation intervals
We evaluated the accuracy of the NVR modeled in (16) with the NVR measured in our
simulations. For the model we used α = 0.96 and β = 0.96 (coincidentally equal to each
other). Figures 47a and 47b depict the curves of the modeled and measured NVR for two
different scenarios. We performed 200 replications and the error bars are not shown because
they are negligible. The expected time for the neighbors to leave the neighborhood (Dˆ(t))
was measured from the simulations and introduced in (16) to obtain the modeled NVR. In
addition, both figures depict the threshold ε(∆t) calculated for every ∆t from (17). For the
examples, the εmin is set to 0.3. In the first scenario, the average speed of the nodes is
uniformly distributed in [0, 1] m/s. This represents a realistic network where the nodes move
at a maximum speed similar to the speed of humans walking. We observe that a value of 63 s
would be a suitable observation interval for this scenario as already detailed in Section 8.4.3.
In the second scenario, the average speed is uniformly distributed in [0, 10] m/s. As the nodes
move faster they change their neighbors faster than in the first scenario. Therefore, if we want
to detect anomalies efficiently, we must select a lower observation interval. For this case, a
suitable ∆t calculated from (18) is 11 s.
NVR under different speeds
Figure 48 shows the plot of the mean and maximum NVR for different configurations of
average speed of the nodes. The error bars for the curve ”Max NVR” show the 95% confidence
interval for 200 replications. The error bars for the curve ”Mean NVR” are negligible on the
scale of this figure. We have taken the lowest possible observation interval which is limited
by the refreshment time of the neighbor nodes given by the routing protocol. In this case
we used AODV and the refreshment time therefore is approximately 1 second. The minimal
observation interval clearly imposes a limitation on the employment of the NVR for anomaly
detection because at higher speeds, the maximum NVR is too high to set a threshold to identify
anomalies. As we observe in Fig. 48, for speeds over 35 m/s (126 km/h) the mean NVR is
relatively low but the NVR has peaks that rise over 0.6. Nevertheless, 35 m/s is a relatively
high speed for multihop networks. If we consider networks formed by nodes moving at
pedestrian speeds, the average speed should not exceed 1 m/s. Even in a city scenario, the
cars would not be driving faster than 16 m/s. To employ our technique on highly mobile
networks, i.e. networks with fast moving nodes, we should decrease the observation interval
significantly as the routing protocols designed for such networks take faster moving nodes
into account.
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Figure 49: The first attack (left peak) introduces a big number of neighbor nodes (4 times). The second
attack disconnects all the neighbors from the network (right peak).
NVR for anomaly/intrusion detection
In this experiment we show the feasibility of detecting anomalies by observation of the NVR
as described in Section 8.4. However, we do not implement or analyze a complete intrusion
detection system, but give insights on how our model would be applied to an IDS. In Fig. 49
we show the NVR of one of the nodes from the simulation. Two attacks are carried out. The
first one introduces fake routing information provoking an increase of neighbor nodes in the
routing table of the victim node. The second attack manages to power off the neighbors of the
victim node. This results in the same effect as jamming as it suddenly interrupts all the links
with neighbor nodes. For both attacks we can clearly observe a major increase in the NVR.
The increment on the second attack is more abrupt because of the characteristics of the attack.
Due to the local nature of the mechanism and the usage of data already gathered by each
node in the process of routing protocol setup, we do not expect any scalability issues when
utilizing the NVR for intrusion detection. The NVR can be employed in wireless networks of
all sizes and on systems of varying processing power.
8.5.3 Testbed setup
Hardware. We evaluate our technique in an indoor mesh network testbed composed of 18
static nodes installed on two floors of an office building and 5 mobile nodes. Each static node
features an Alix 3D2 board [113] with a AMD Geode LX800 processor running Debian 5.0.
The mobile nodes are Asus Eee-Pc 1005HA laptops running Ubuntu 11.04. The nodes run the
open80211s [114] implementation of the IEEE 802.11s [27] protocol.
Environment and Mobility. We solicited five participants for our experimentation. Each
participant carried one laptop and moved at pedestrian speed (≈ 1 m/s). A representation of
the layout of the testbed is depicted in Fig. 50. The trajectory of the participants carrying the
laptops is also depicted. At the beginning of the experimentation all the participants were
located at the point “C” marked in Fig. 50 and each of them took either the direction to “A”
or to “B”. The participants kept walking within the trajectory from “A” to “B” with random
changes of direction and with short stops (10-30 s). We did several repetitions of 15 minutes
each.
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Figure 50: Experimental deployment of our proof-of-concept.
Measurement Methodology. We implemented Python and Bash scripts that determine the list
of mesh peer links every second and store it in a CSV file. We ran them on each of the 23
nodes during the complete experimentation and analyzed the traces afterwards. During the
experimentation, we launched the attacking tool mkd3 [102] version 7 (with the parameters:
“[iface] s -f 2 -s 1000 [BSSID]”) on one of the mobile nodes for 2 minutes. The attack sent packets
to the network at a rate of 1000 packets/s announcing fake information (fake neighbors, fake
routing information and fake data packets).
8.5.4 Testbed results
Attack detection
Figure 51 depicts the NVR of five nodes. The first four nodes are mobile nodes and the last one
is static. The boxes represent the maximum values of NVR which occurred during the attack.
The circles over the whiskers represent the maximum value of NVR without considering the
attack. The dashed line crossing the plot horizontally represents the value of the threshold.
The threshold was set to 0.6 for every node and we employ different observation intervals
for each node (we calculated the suitable ∆t from (18) for each node). We observe that the
maximum NVR excluding the attack is below the defined threshold. For the mobile nodes
these maximum values are higher than for the static node because of their mobility. The
median NVR is considerably below these values (in every case in the range [0, 0.1]). The attack
was detected in all cases.
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Figure 51: The attack was successfully detected. The first four nodes are mobile and the last one static.
The importance of correctly adjusting the observation interval (∆t)
In Fig. 52a we show the NVR of one of the fixed nodes in our testbed. In this case the NVR
was calculated for an observation interval of one second. We note that when the node receives
the effects of the attack, the NVR does not show a significant change. Even though it can be
distinguished from the non-attack NVR, it might be hard to set a threshold level. This effect
occurs when the observation interval is too short and the attacker inserts nodes gradually. The
effect of the attack on the number of neighbor nodes is shown in Fig. 52c. The attack clearly
raises the number of nodes from about 10 (real neighbors) to about 65 in a short period of
time. However, the attack inserts them gradually and with a time separation longer than the
observation interval selected (1 s). In Fig. 52c we can observe this phenomenon by looking
at the points “a” to “d”. The first effect of the attack is seen at the point “a” where the node
advertises an increase of 20 neighbors. The NVR calculated at that point of time is not high.
After some time the second effect of the attack is seen at the point “b”. Again, the increase
from 20 to less than 40 neighbors does not yield a high NVR. This reasoning holds for the
points “c” and “d”.
We now take a look at Fig. 52b which shows the NVR from the same node but for a larger
observation interval of 30 seconds, and we can easily discriminate the non-attack from the
attack situation. In this case, the longer observation interval ensures that the algorithm detects
an increment of neighbor nodes from 10 to around 65. The observation interval should
be carefully determined for every node and for every network condition as explained in
Section 8.4.3.
Measurement of the NVR applied to an external dataset
In order to provide another realistic analysis of the NVR on a dynamic MANET, we study the
dataset provided by [115]. The data was originally utilized to compare the performance of
four different routing algorithms in an outdoor environment. The data employs 41 laptops
with 802.11-enabled hardware moving randomly through a rectangular 225 m x 365 m athletic
field. The routing algorithms employed were APRL, AODV, ODMRP, and STARA. The events
of the routing algorithms were logged on each laptop together with the geographical position
acquired from a GPS service running on each machine. As indicated by the authors in [115],
some logging data is missing in the dataset, resulting in only 30 nodes for our study.
For the analysis in this chapter, we took advantage of the logs from the events of the AODV
routing protocol generated on each laptop and we built a script to parse this data. Carefully
examining the received HELLO packets at each node and considering their lifetime, we
recreated the routing table of each node and measured the NVR using an observation interval
of one second. We measured the NVR of 30 nodes and calculated its mean and maximum
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Figure 52: (a) and (b) show the NVR of a static node with different observation intervals. (c) depicts the
absolute number of neighbors of the same node during the same time interval. The attack
occurred between seconds 276 and 310.
(a) Mean of the NVR of 30 nodes.
(b) Maximum values of the NVR of the 30 nodes.
Figure 53: Analysis of the NVR calculated of the data provided by [115].
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value. The results of this analysis are depicted in Figures 53a and 53b. By observing the mean
we get a notion of how the NVR behaves in such a network. Due to the mobility, the mean
is relatively high compared to the results obtained in Section 8.5.2. However, the mean by
itself does not provide major insights (we show it for completeness). On the other hand, the
observation of the maximum values is of special interest because we can analyze whether
it is possible to define a threshold for anomaly detection or not. In this particular case, the
maximum NVR got a peak of 0.60 because of the mobility, but even with this peak we can still
define a threshold for the NVR, for example ε = 0.75.
8.6 conclusion and future work
We have shown that a lightweight metric can be useful for anomaly detection, especially in
wireless multihop networks. These networks are often composed of resource constrained
nodes where the employment of techniques that require high CPU or memory usage is not
possible. By analyzing the rate of change of the neighbor nodes (one-hop distance), we defined
a new metric and delimited a threshold to detect anomalies according to the mobility status of
the network. We have shown that our technique can be easily deployed in real-world networks
and that it is efficient for anomaly detection.
Moreover, our detection model is generic and can be integrated into any current IDS and
we plan to do so in the future. Also further analysis on the detection accuracy needs to be
performed when implementing the NVR as a detection mechanism on an IDS. In addition,
we hope that with these contributions we can motivate researchers and developers to make
use of our approach in current deployments of intrusion detection systems and gather further
insights on large-scale wireless multihop networks.

9C O N C L U S I O N S
The user’s going to pick dancing pigs
over security every time.
Bruce Schneier
9.1 summary and conclusions
Our fundamental research question of this dissertation was if there is a practical and efficient
design alternative to the distributed deployment of intrusion detection sensors in wireless
multihop networks, assuming resource-constrained network nodes and network protocols that
cannot easily be modified. We have answered this question positively. We have introduced an
innovative active-probing technique for intrusion detection in WMNs, we have investigated
design elements and trade-offs, and we have performed substantial experiments to demonstrate
that the technique is indeed practical and efficient.
We have presented our core solution in four main blocks, as depicted in Fig. 1 of the
introductory chapter. The first block (Chapters 1 to 4) introduced the problem and design of
the solution. In a review of the literature, we found that distributed intrusion detection is not
actually practical for wireless multihop networks. As a result, we proposed an active-probing
technique and presented its design. During the design phase, we performed our very first
experiments, which presented a couple of practical challenges. These challenges brought us to
our second block (Chapter 5), the study of the parameters of the system. Since there are no
existing active techniques for intrusion detection in wireless multihop networks, to the best of
our knowledge, we had to first identify the most critical parameters of active probing: For
example, how many testing packets to send, how long time intervals between them are, how
the link quality affects detection, among others. And secondly, we had to perform experiments
and understand how to adjust them correctly. We identified another big challenge in active
probing, namely how to reduce the number of probes that the intrusion detection has to
transmit. This challenge led us to our third block (Chapter 6). Using statistics we designed a
solution that is able to minimize the number of probes to transmit and select the probes on
the fly that better fit the actual inquiries. The proposed solution is a general mathematical
model that can also be applied in other systems where decisions on selections have to be made.
In the fourth block, we finally focused on intrusion detection per se (Chapter 7). With an
understanding of the essential parameters and the inference module designed and tested, we
implemented an active-probing-based network intrusion detection system in an indoor office
testbed based on 16 mesh fixed nodes and 2 mobile mesh nodes. We used available security
tools and also designed our own in order to implement different real attacks with different
deployment and detection complexities. The attack detection has been successful, we have
been able to detect the attacks with over 90% detection rate. In addition, we demonstrated
that our implementation is lightweight in network overhead. We measured that the traffic
generated by our proof of concept was under 6% of the total traffic when there no background
traffic was present. With background traffic, the generated traffic by the IDS was in some cases
less than 0.1%. These are important results because we can argue that without introducing
unnecessary overhead on the network nodes, as in distributed intrusion detection systems,
our active-probing IDS can detect attacks with a minimal usage of the network traffic. We
have made our implementation open source and freely accessible, including documentation.
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9.2 outlook
We have introduced a new concept on intrusion detection for wireless multihop network
and performed an in-depth study of its fundaments. Active-probing intrusion detection is a
complex field and there are of course future challenges to address. Some of these include:
. Heterogeneous security environment. An interesting research direction is the practical
usage of active-probing-based intrusion detection systems in complex environments
where other security systems coexist together. Such an environment can be composed of
security policies, security requirements and security components. Firewalls and URL
filters might help to detect or mitigate certain attacks, but they might not be sufficient
for others. We do not believe that active can completely replace passive, but active and
passive intrusion detection and prevention systems can be deployed with different tasks
or objectives assigned. An interesting question is how such a complex environment can
be optimized to fulfill all the requirements while keeping deployment costs minimal?
. Mobility of the detection node. We have presented and extended the mobility of the active-
probing IDS to a certain extent. However, research on mobile networks is an interesting
area for future work on active probing. An active-probing-based IDS can be deployed on
robots in disaster areas, for example, and check that the underlying mesh infrastructure
works. Or in vehicular networks, where not only the network security but also the user’s
safety can be compromised in the presence of attackers.
In summary, we introduced active probing for security and demonstrated that it is practical
for intrusion detection in wireless multihop communications. We believe that with the
proliferation of wireless multihop networks for their very vast usages, the need for intrusion
detection will increase and active-probing-based systems are going to be used both in practical
deployment as well as in research. We hope that our theoretical work and our implementation,
DogoIDS, will motivate colleagues to continue exploring this field.
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L I S T O F A C R O N Y M S
AODV Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
AMPE Authenticated Mesh Peering Exchange
ABID Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection
APE Active-Probing Engine
AP-NIDS Active-Probing-Based Network Intrusion Detection System
BSS Basic Service Set
CPT Conditional Probability Table
DS Distribution System
FPR False Positive Rate
HWMP Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol
IDS Intrusion Detection System
IE Inference Engine
KBID Knowledge-Based Intrusion Detection
MANET Wireless Mobile Ad hoc Network
MBSS Mesh Basic Service Set
MPM Mesh Peering Management Protocol
MSTA Mesh Station
NVR Neighbor Variation Rate
NIDS Network Intrusion Detection System
PERR Path Error
PREP Path Response
PREQ Path Request
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
SAE Simultaneous Authentication of Equals
SON Self-Organizing Network
SBID Specification-Based Intrusion Detection
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TTL Time To Live
VANET Vehicular Ad hoc Network
WMN Wireless Multihop Network
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
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AA P P E N D I X
a.1 general setup for different experiments
If not otherwise described, we follow a general setup for the experiments of this dissertation.
We employ an indoor testbed composed of 16 mesh nodes installed on two floors of an
office building. The important settings of our experiments are presented in Table 16. The
distribution of the nodes of our testbed is shown in Fig. 54. The figure also shows a snapshot
of the peer links created between the nodes. The AP-NIDS represents the deployment of our
proof-of-concept DogoIDS. We use two netbooks for intrusion detection system purposes.
One netbook runs DogoIDS, while the other only acts as a well-known final destination for
the testing packets generated by DogoIDS. Note that we use two netbooks only to emulate a
device with 2 network interfaces.
A B
AP-NIDS
D
C
Figure 54: Setup of our mesh testbed and a snapshot of the network topology. The location of the
AP-NIDS nodes does not represent their exact physical location (they are located inside the
room left of node A).
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a.1.1 Background traffic
We set 25 Mbit/s as the maximum achievable throughput between two nodes one-hop
distanced, and we employ different percentages of it to vary the load. We refer to 0 Mbit/s
when we do not generate extra background traffic.
a.1.2 Replications
In Table 16, the “Number of analyses” is the number of complete active-probing analyses
that DogoIDS performs per replication. In other words, it represents the number of samples
taken. We take a value large enough to be statistically significant. We perform 3 replications
per experiment. Note that we study one variable per experiment. For example, for the
experimentation of “Number of repetitions of testing packets”, we perform one experiment per
background traffic scenario and per number of repetitions transmitted (6 different repetitions
of testing packets * 5 different background traffic values = 30 experiments). If we do 50
analyses per experiment, 3 times replicated, at the end we collect 30*50*3=1500 samples.
Unless stated otherwise, the error bars in the figures of this dissertation represent the standard
deviation.
a.2 experiments of chapter 5
We depict the configuration for the different experiments of this chapter in Tables 17, 18, 19,
and 20.
a.3 experiments of chapter 6
The setup for the evaluation of the Bayes classifier with selective dropping of packets without
background traffic is depicted in Table 21. The evaluation of the Bayes classifier with selective
dropping of SSH and UDP packets with varying background traffic is depicted in Table 22.
a.3.1 Setting up the attacks
We decided to evaluate the experiments in this chapter by focusing on the selective dropping of
packets. As explained in [49], this attack can severely degrade the performance of the network
if the small number of highly critical control packets are dropped. In addition, it allows several
rules to be defined for different services. We implemented the attacks of Table 6 by modifying
the module mac80211 of the wireless-testing Linux kernel. In particular, we modified some of
the functions of the file net/mac80211/rx.c in order to allow the dropping of packets according
to their transport protocol (TCP and/or UDP) and port number.
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Table 16: General parameters for all experiments
Parameter Value/Description
Mesh network description
Number of nodes turned
on
16 fixed nodes (nodes 6,7,8,13 out of service) + 2 netbooks
Fixed/Netbooks node sys-
tem
wireless-testing kernel 3.5.0-rc4 with driver ath5k (fixed nodes) and
ath9k (netbooks) from backports package 3.11-rc3-1 compiled with
default options (make defconfig-ath5k)
TX power 20 dBm
Data rate Auto (Minstrel algorithm)
RTS/CTS Off
IDS setup
IDS node 2 netbooks (for emulating 2 interfaces)
Target node Node B (DogoIDS only analyzes this node)
Average TX bitrate for tar-
get node
48 Mbit/s
Average signal level to tar-
get node
-57 dBm
Capture time after the
transmission
2 s
Background traffic
Traffic tool iperf
Traffic type UDP packets, CBR
Server node Node B
Server command iperf -s -u -i 1
Client node Node A
Client command iperf -u -c 192.168.0.10 -b 6.25M -t 1000 -i 1 for generating
6.25 Mbit/s
Data collection
IDS metrics FPR, detection time, throughput, CPU usage, memory load
IDS technique Log files from DogoIDS, data from ps
Target node metrics Dropping rate, throughput, debugging information from module
ieee80211
Target node technique tcpdump and every 1 s all information from
/sys/kernel/debug/ieee80211 is saved in a separate directory
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
50 per variable studied
Replications 3
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Table 17: Parameters for experiment: Number of repetitions of testing packets (1 PREQ per Analysis)
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of UDP
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Other information One PREQ packet is transmitted to the target node at the beginning of
each analysis
Packets transmitted per
analysis
2 (1 PREQ), 3 (1 PREQ), 4 (1 PREQ), 5 (1 PREQ), 6 (1 PREQ), 11 (1
PREQ)
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Table 18: Parameters for experiment: Number of repetitions of testing packets (1 PREQ per testing
packet)
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of UDP
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Other information One PREQ packet is transmitted to the target node before transmitting
a testing packet
Packets transmitted per
analysis
2 (1 PREQ), 4 (2 PREQs), 6 (3 PREQs), 8 (4 PREQs), 10 (5 PREQs), 20
(10 PREQs)
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
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Table 19: Parameters for experiment: Number of repetitions of testing packets (2 PREQs per Analysis)
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of UDP
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Other information Two PREQ packets are transmitted to the target node at the beginning
of each analysis
Packets transmitted per
analysis
3 (2 PREQs), 4 (2 PREQs), 5 (2 PREQs), 6 (2 PREQs), 7 (2 PREQs), 12 (2
PREQs)
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Table 20: Parameters for experiment: Interval between repetitions of testing packets
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of UDP
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
100 ms, 300 ms, 500 ms, 1 s, 2 s
Other information -
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
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Table 21: Parameters for experiment: Bayes classifier with selective dropping of packets (all tests)
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of
only TCP, Dropping of only UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping
of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets, No dropping
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Attacker node setup
Attacker node Node B
Attack description Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of
only TCP, Dropping of only UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping
of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets, No dropping
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%) Mbit/s
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
10 per variable studied
Replications 3
Table 22: Parameters for experiment: Bayes classifier with selective dropping of packets (only Dropping
of SSH packets, and Dropping of UDP packets)
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of
only TCP, Dropping of only UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping
of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets, No dropping
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Attacker node setup
Attacker node Node B
Attack description Dropping of SSH, Dropping of UDP
Background traffic
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
30 per variable studied
Replications 3
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a.4 experiments of chapter 7
Table 23 describes the parameters for the detection of the selective dropping of packets.
Table 24 shows the configuration for detecting the black hole attack, and Table 25 describes
the parameters for the detection of the colluding misrelay attack.
a.4.1 Setting up the attacks
Selective dropping of packets
The implementation of the selective dropping of packets is the same as in the previous chapters
(refer to Section A.3.)
Black hole attack
To launch the black hole attack, we ran the security testing tool mdk3 [102]. In collaboration
with its developers, we significantly enhanced the tool to support testing of IEEE 802.11s.
Colluding misrelay attack
We implemented the colluding attack in the node A and node B, as it is depicted in Fig. 54. We
modified the path table of the node A in order to establish that the next hop address for every
destination is the address of node B (MAC address 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f). Figure 55 depicts
the path tables of node A before and after implementing the colluding attack. The path tables
were obtained by invoking the command iw dev <mesh_dev>mpath dump. We cropped out
some of the columns for space reasons. Node B is configured to drop all the packets that come
from node A.
DEST ADDR NEXT HOP IFACE SN METRIC
00:1b:b1:00:ef:9e 00:1b:b1:02:01:12 mesh1 1 16386
00:1b:b1:00:ef:6e 00:1b:b1:00:ef:6e mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:00:3f 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:00:e8 00:1b:b1:02:00:e8 mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:3f 00:1b:b1:02:01:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:0c 00:1b:b1:02:01:0c mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:12 00:1b:b1:02:01:12 mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:23 00:1b:b1:00:ef:6e mesh1 4 24579
00:1b:b1:02:00:fa 00:1b:b1:02:00:fa mesh1 0 8193
(a) Original path table.
DEST ADDR NEXT HOP IFACE SN METRIC
00:1b:b1:00:ef:9e 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 1 16386
00:1b:b1:00:ef:6e 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:00:3f 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:00:e8 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:3f 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:0c 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:12 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
00:1b:b1:02:01:23 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 4 24579
00:1b:b1:02:00:fa 00:1b:b1:02:00:3f mesh1 0 8193
(b) Modified path table for allowing the colluding misrelay attack.
Figure 55: Path table of node A before and after the deployment of the colluding misrelay attack.
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Table 23: Parameters for experiment: Detection of the selective dropping of packets attack
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Black hole, Colluding misrelay, Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP,
Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of only TCP, Dropping of only UDP,
Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Drop-
ping of all packets, No dropping
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Attacker node setup
Attacker node Node B
Attack description Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP, Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of
only TCP, Dropping of only UDP, Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping
of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Dropping of all packets
Background traffic
Traffic tool iperf
Traffic type UDP packets, CBR
Server node Node C
Server command iperf -s -u -i 1
Client node Node D
Client command iperf -u -c 192.168.0.5 -b 6.25M -t 1000 -i 1 for generating
6.25 Mbit/s
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
30 per variable studied
Replications 3
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Table 24: Parameters for experiment: Detection of the black hole attack
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Black hole, Colluding misrelay, Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP,
Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of only TCP, Dropping of only UDP,
Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Drop-
ping of all packets, No dropping
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Attacker node setup
Attacker node Node B
Attack description Black hole
Background traffic
Traffic tool iperf
Traffic type UDP packets, CBR
Server node Node C
Server command iperf -s -u -i 1
Client node Node D
Client command iperf -u -c 192.168.0.5 -b 6.25M -t 1000 -i 1 for generating
6.25 Mbit/s
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
10 per variable studied
Replications 3
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Table 25: Parameters for experiment: Detection of the colluding misrelay attack
Parameter Value/Description
IDS setup
Rules active Black hole, Colluding misrelay, Dropping of ARP, Dropping of HTTP,
Dropping of HTTPS, Dropping of only TCP, Dropping of only UDP,
Dropping of TCP and UDP, Dropping of DNS, Dropping of SSH, Drop-
ping of all packets, No dropping
Repetitions of testing pack-
ets
5
Interval between replica-
tions
500 ms
Attacker node setup
Attacker nodes Node A and node B
Attack description Colluding misrelay attack
Background traffic
Traffic tool iperf
Traffic type UDP packets, CBR
Server node Node C
Server command iperf -s -u -i 1
Client node Node D
Client command iperf -u -c 192.168.0.5 -b 6.25M -t 1000 -i 1 for generating
6.25 Mbit/s
Traffic throughput 0 (0%), 6.25 (25%), 12.5 (50%), 18.75 (75%), 25 (100%) Mbit/s
Experimentation
Number of analyses (Do-
goIDS)
10 per variable studied
Replications 3
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